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Breaking the Typecast:
Revising Roles for Coordinating Mixed Teams
Matthew T. Long
ABSTRACT
Heterogeneous multi-agent systems are currently used in a wide variety of situations, including search and
rescue, military applications, and off-world exploration, however it is difficult to understand the actions of
these systems or naturalistically assign these mixed teams to tasks. These agents, which may be human,
robot or software, have different capabilities but will need to coordinate effectively with humans in order
to operate. The first and largest contributing factor to this challenge is the processing, understanding and
representing of elements of the natural world in a manner that can be utilized by artificial agents. A second
contributing factor is that current abstractions and robot architectures are ill-suited to address this problem.
This dissertation addresses the lack of a high-level abstraction for the naturalistic coordination of
teams of heterogeneous robots, humans and other agents through the development of roles. Roles are a
fundamental concept of social science that may provide this necessary abstraction. Roles are not a new
concept and have been used in a number of related areas. This work draws from these fields and constructs
a coherent and usable model of roles for robotics.
This research is focussed on answering the following question: Can the use of social roles enable
the naturalistic coordinated operation of robots in a mixed setting? In addition to this primary question,
related research includes defining the key concepts important to artificial systems, providing a mapping
and implementation from these concepts to a usable robot framework and identifies a set of robot-specific
roles used for human-robot interaction.
This research will benefit both the artificial intelligence agent and robotics communities. It poses
a fundamental contribution to the multi-agent community because it extends and refines the role concept.
The application of roles in a principled and complete implementation is a novel contribution to both
software and robotic agents. The creation of an open source operational architecture which supports
taskable robots is also a major contribution.
viii
Chapter One
Introduction
1.1 Naturalistic Coordination of Heterogeneous Mixed Teams
Heterogeneous multi-agent systems are currently used in a wide variety of situations, including search and
rescue, military applications, and off-world exploration, however it is difficult to understand the actions of
these systems or naturalistically assign them to tasks. These agents, which may be human, robot or
software, have different capabilities but will need to coordinate effectively with humans in order to
operate. This coordination, the managing of dependencies between activities (Malone and Crowston
1994), has been recognized as a key research area for unmanned systems by the United States (US)
military for aerial vehicles (Office of the Secretary of Defense 2005, pg. 76) and other unmanned systems
(National Research Council (U.S.) 2005, pg. 161).
Agents that have little autonomy tend to operate in well-known, fixed patterns that can be
accounted for by other agents. For example, search and rescue robots are tools used by rescue personnel
and have limited to no autonomy; even rovers deployed on Mars have very constrained autonomy (Wright
et al. 2006). Hence there is no real need to coordinate. Instead agents can plan their actions based on
knowledge of the others entities with which they may interact. This problem has been studied in detail
(Gage 2004), and is known by several names including multi-robot task allocation, recruitment, or
planning.
With increased autonomy, robot, human, and other agents must be able to act in a coordinated
fashion to accomplish joint goals. Recent research by Feltovich et al. (2004), Klein et al. (2004), Dias
et al. (2006), Hoffman and Breazeal (2006) and others have identified a number of challenges in this area
including mutual predictability among peers, the ability to model intention and actions of others, and
adaptability to changing team situations. This lack of autonomy is likely to change as the need for robotic
systems increase. These systems will become increasingly autonomous and complex.
The first and largest contributing factor to these challenges is the processing, understanding and
representing of elements of the natural world in a manner that can be utilized by artificial agents. This is a
fundamental problem in both the artificial intelligence and robotics fields. To work around this problem all
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artificial systems need to make simplifying assumptions. Robotics is no exception. These assumptions are
often used repeatedly to help solve similar problems. To facilitate the reuse of the solution, it and the
assumptions on which the solution is based on are codified into an architecture.
A second contributing factor is that current abstractions and robot architectures are ill-suited to
address this problem. These robot architectures are traditionally egocentric – developed with respect to the
robot itself and not designed with respect to the social environment in which the robot will interact
(Murphy 2000, chs. 2,4,7). This is a natural development given the history of robotics. Early robot
architectures were focused on how to use sensors effectively, how to process and interpret sensor data and
what structures and abstractions would allow these low-level components to be reused. This approach,
while critical and necessary for the advancement of robotics as a field, treated the robot as a single entity.
As multi-robot systems developed, researchers began to consider the interaction of multiple
robots in a shared environment. Much of this research was on systems with limited or no communication
between individual robots – as with assemblages of low-level behaviors, complex joint behavior was
expected to emerge from the interactions of individuals. To an extent this works, although as a system
designer it is difficult to predict the emergent behavior of these systems. In other words, it is possible to
develop behaviors on individual robots that produce complex system-wide behavior but it is much more
difficult to start with a complex joint behavior in mind and develop the robot-specific behaviors to produce
the desired emergent joint activity. Architectures such as Ayllu (Werger 2000), ALLIANCE and
L-ALLIANCE (Parker 2004; Parker 2000), and (Vaughan et al. 2000) are of this form.
Multi-robot systems can also take advantage of communication between robots when developing
behaviors. These systems use signaling and messaging mechanisms to coordinate and control the
behaviors of different robots allowing system designers more control over what the joint behavior of the
system accomplishes. However, this communication was initially ad hoc and often the high-level behavior
has to be redesigned and redeveloped to accommodate changes to the joint scenario. Swarm robots (Dudek
et al. 1993) exemplify this approach to multi-robot systems.
A structured abstraction for handling mixed teams is still missing. Recent robot architectures
have tried to address the ad hoc nature of multi-robot communication, and have used abstractions that
make controlling multiple systems simpler to develop. One example of this is prior work developing
DFRA (Long 2004). Coordination mechanisms based on the Contract-Net Protocol (Smith 1980) such as
Murdoch (Gerkey and Mataric´ 2002) are examples of using communication to organize joint robot
activity. Even though these abstractions make structured messaging between discrete systems simpler,
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more flexible and more extensible, they do not address the underlying egocentric assumption. The mere
fact that individual robots can easily communicate does not mean that the architectural constructs deal
with teams or groups of robots and how they interact at a social level – both among members of the group
or with human or software agents in the surrounding social system.
1.2 Roles as a Social Abstraction
This dissertation addresses the lack of a high-level abstraction for the naturalistic coordination of teams of
heterogeneous robots, humans and other agents through the development of roles. Dautenhahn (2003) has
discussed robots in society, particularly in dealing with children with autism. What is particularly
noteworthy, is that social skills are identified as “absolutely vital for the robot’s functionalities and
success” in situations where a robot requires some form of continued social interaction. Human social
systems use roles as a key mechanism for social interoperability. The introduction of roles into artificial
systems is thus both cognitively plausible and a naturalistic approach. A naturalistic approach is important
because if the state of the robot can be represented in a way that is familiar to a human, then the human
can understand this state in a more intuitive manner.
Coordination revolves around managing dependencies between activities (Malone and Crowston
1994). Traditional multi-agent solutions to the coordination problem have considered only situations
where these agents have been of the same class, e.g. artificial agents. Boutilier (1996) split solutions to the
coordination problem into three general classes, with solutions based on communication, convention, or
learning. Communication-based approaches involve inter-agent messages, the content of which follows a
coordination protocol (Weiss 1999). Examples of this type approach include the contract net protocol
(Smith 1980), ∼Brown coordination (Beaumont and Chaib-draa 2007), and solutions to the multi-robot
task allocation problem, such as (Gage and Murphy 2004). Convention-based techniques involve the
introduction of conventions or other similar social constructs to coordinate action. Coordination techniques
that incorporate social norms and policies include Bradshaw et al. (1997), Shoham and Tennenholtz
(1995), Conte and Castelfranchi (1999) and the “zone defence” coordination in Beaumont and Chaib-draa
(2007). Finally, learning-based techniques, which may themselves incorporate communication or
conventions, derive coordination mechanisms through the repeated interaction of agents. Quinn et al.
(2003) used neural networks to evolve just such a coordination mechanism for a joint mobility task.
However, these coordination mechanisms are not sufficient to coordinate both artificial agents
and humans. Feltovich et al. (2004), Klein et al. (2004), Dias et al. (2006), Hoffman and Breazeal (2006)
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have identified a number of research challenges that must be addressed to enable this sort of coordination.
For example, Klein et al. (2004) note “Ten challenges for making automation a team player”. These
challenges include the following: a grounded social compact ; team members must be able to model the
intentions of others; team members must be mutually predictable; agents must be taskable; agents must be
able to communicate their status and intention and interpret that of others; team members must be able to
negotiate with respect to goals in a changing environment. It is with these challenges in mind that the use
of roles to coordinate activity becomes increasingly valuable.
Social science has identified a general set of five propositions that relate to roles (Biddle 1979):
1. At least some behaviors are patterned, and are called roles. These roles adhere to individuals within
a social context and are bound to that social context.
2. Roles are typically not bound to specific individuals though and more than one individual may play
a given role. In a sense, the individual is interchangeable from a role perspective.
3. The awareness of roles makes individuals conscious of their actions relating to the role in the social
context. This awareness is of social expectations and these expectations influence the actions of the
individual.
4. Roles are important for two reasons. First, they have consequences. That is, roles are associated
with actions that can help attain goals or other beneficial results. Second, the roles are embedded in
a social situation and the actions of an individual in a role impact other agents.
5. Roles are also not static; they change over time. In general, social roles for humans are learned as
part of a socialization process. Roles for artificial agents must presently be created externally to the
agent rather than learned.
Roles define the interactions of individuals within a social context, and are inseparable from the
context itself. The use of roles allow humans to produce the correct behavior in a wide variety of social
situations. For robotics, this is key to allowing a robot system to be usable in a wide variety of situations.
Roles are learned; people are not born with the direct knowledge of the roles they will need in
life. Thus, roles allow human persons to adapt to changing or new social environments. This is an
admirable ability, and as robot systems become more long-lived, they too will need to adapt and change to
new situations.
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The following scenario serves to motivate the importance of roles in this coordination problem.
Under funding from Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) the role concept is being
applied to mixed human robot teams performing cooperative tasks in an urban combat situation. This use
of robots in a heterogeneous team serves as the primary motivation for this work.
A sample scenario in the Urban Operations (UO) context involves clearing a room in a possibly
occupied building. This is one common task that can be assigned to a military fire team and is assigned
when the situation requires room-by-room clearing of a relatively intact building in which both enemies
and non-combatants may be located. There is increased risk to human soldiers in this scenario and this risk
is a motive for replacing all or part of the team with artificial systems. The scenario is standard procedure
for human teams, and serves as a baseline measure of how high-level social coordination can occur in
teams of artificial agents.
Roles in this scenario are important for three reasons. First, the roles played by robots in this
scenario can be drawn from existing human roles, so they the actions of the robot team members are
understandable to their human peers. Second, the roles are also heavily interdependent but do not change
over the course of the scenario. Once roles have been assigned to each agent, coordination between team
members is managed by the defined interaction of the various roles. Finally, because team operation is
defined in term of roles it should be possible to interchange human and artificial team members capable of
playing a given role and still complete the overall team goals.
While roles have been used previously in robotics, their employment is not common and most
uses are informal. Many of these works, such as (Stone and Veloso 1999; Martinson and Arkin 2003;
Quinn et al. 2003; Støy, Shen, and Will 2002), use role as a synonym for task, without considering any
strong social aspects and implications. Others, such as (Chaimowicz, Kumar, and Campos 2004; Gupta,
Messom, and Demidenko 2004), define a limited role model, but this model is not strongly grounded in
theory or is applicable to a single context, such as robot soccer.
The most complete use of roles in a robotic environment is introduced by Satterfield, Choxi, and
Housten (2005) and is detailed by Satterfield et al. (2005). While this work has a much stronger grounding
in theory, and has the goal of coordinating heterogeneous teams, it does not address several of the more
context-dependent aspects of roles. For simple social environments, this may not be a large difference, but
for a long-lived robot system these mechanisms have the potential to radically alter the displayed behavior
of the team without changing the underlying functions of the roles. Without these, the core role functions
must be redeveloped for new social contexts.
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Roles have also been used in software agents, and these explorations are useful in providing
specific guidelines and recommendations in the role model. For example, (Boella and Lesmo 2001;
Bradshaw et al. 2003; Boella and van der Torre 2005; Felicissimo et al. 2005) presents work exploring the
use of social expectations and enforcement on behavior, and (Dastani, Dignum, and Dignum 2003;
Dastani et al. 2005; Boissier et al. 2005) have provide insight into dynamic aspects of roles and the impact
on agent goals.
1.3 Research Question
The primary research question that this work addresses is the following:
Can the use of social roles enable the naturalistic coordinated operation of robots in a mixed
setting?
Roles are a fundamental concept of social science that may provide the necessary abstraction.
This is also cognitively plausible and a naturalistic solution; a solution that is based on study of existing
natural social systems.
This question suggests the following additional issues:
• What role concepts from natural social systems are important? Roles have been studied in social
science for over 70 years and a large body of literature has built up. Finding what part of this corpus
is important for artificial systems is key. Chapter Two identifies a subset of this field that applies to
robot and agent systems, and investigates what has been addressed in previous literature.
• Is there a plausible mapping from these role concepts to artificial systems? Finding a set of core role
concepts is just the first step. In order to be useful as a practical solution for heterogeneous teams,
there must be some way to map these concepts to a technological framework. The approach taken in
this dissertation is described in Chapter Three and Chapter Four presents an implementation that
maps the role model into a robot architecture. While the role concept and approach are general
enough to apply to any hybrid deliberative/reactive architecture, this implementation builds on the
Distributed Field Robot Architecture described in (Long 2004).
• How are roles identified or decomposed from the problem domain? For cases where the robot is
replacing a human role, then this is a trivial mapping. Because roles are such an important part of
how humans interact in a social setting, such roles are easily identifiable. It is more difficult to
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describe or construct roles in an entirely new context or one where a robot is performing a role that
has no direct analogue in a human social system.
This dissertation focuses on a core role model and excludes the following from consideration:
• Learned social interactions and dynamic role definition are two aspects that are not implemented in
any form. Chapter Five presents an example scenario in which learning and adaptation can be used,
but a full exploration of this topic is left for future work.
• Several implementation decisions have been made in the interest of time. For example, a simple role
conflict handling mechanism has been implemented to illustrate that portion of the role model,
however much stronger and more complete implementation is left for future work. Role
expectations have been statically defined. Software agent frameworks such as Knowledgeable
Agent-oriented System (KAoS) can be used for a more robust, flexible and dynamic expectation
mechanism. Indeed, this has been implemented, but the demonstrations have used the simpler
mechanism for the results in this dissertation.
• Likewise, eight roles have been implemented. In several cases, the implementation is of a minimal
nature to support the demonstrations. More complete treatments are also left for future work. These
are noted in the text in Chapter Four.
1.4 Terminology
Most terminology used in this dissertation is defined or described when it is first used. However, the term
“system” is used in several manners and deserves some clarification. “System” can take on several
different meanings depending on the context in which it is used and the discipline from which the usage is
drawn. This dissertation uses the term in the following ways:
• From the social science usage, a “social system” consists of a “plurality of individual actors
interacting with each other in a situation which has at least a physical or environmental aspect,
actors who are motivated in terms of a tendency to the ‘optimization of gratification’ and whose
relation to their situations, including each other, is defined in terms of a system of culturally
structured and shared symbols” (Parsons 1951, pp. 5–6). That is, a social system consists of agents
pursuing individual goals but interacting with other agents in a context-dependent manner. This
dissertation uses the terminology of “social system” or “social context” to refer to this definition.
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• From the general computer science usage, a system is a set of inter-related entities that together
serve some common goal. This often considered a software framework or platform. This
dissertation uses the terminology “role framework” and “role-based system” interchangeably.
• Engineering disciplines use the term “system” in a manner concerned with the output of a process or
task for a given input. Analysis of these “control systems” are interested with certain properties,
namely response, stability, controllability and observability (Nise 1992). This definition is not
considered or addressed in this dissertation.
1.5 Contributions
This research will benefit the robotics and agent communities, artificial intelligence, and make
contributions to human-robot interaction. It poses a fundamental contribution to the multi-agent
community because it extends, refines, and presents a practical implementation of the role concept. The
application of roles in a principled and complete implementation is a novel contribution to both software
and robotic agents. The creation of an open source operational architecture which supports taskable robots
is also a major contribution. This dissertation makes at least the following nine contributions:
• Enables a cognitively plausible naturalistic approach to the coordination of heterogeneous teams:
This work enables the use of a naturalistic approach to the coordination of heterogeneous teams.
This is outlined in Chapter Three, and has been implemented using the Distributed Field Robot
Architecture as described in Chapter Four. The approach has been used to design roles for a team of
robots in an urban operations scenario. It has also been demonstrated in simulation and on real
robots. The use of a naturalistic method also enables future work into more advanced and intuitive
means of controlling and interacting with teams of robots, such as natural language processing.
• Fundamental contribution of a realizable framework that uses roles for coordinating a mixed,
heterogeneous, multi-agent team: From a practical robot design and artificial intelligence
standpoint, roles are an abstraction which group action and constraints on action within a particular
context. This allows a “focus of attention” on a particular subset of robot actions; it is a method to
prune the state space of all possible robot states and actions to those that are useful in a particular
setting.
• Refines the script mechanism for coordinating agents in a social context: Scripts (Schank and
Abelson 1977), a concept from artificial intelligence that has been used extensively in robotics, have
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been used for the implementation of a role’s actions and how a role interacts with other roles. In
doing so, the use of scripts has returned to more closely follow the original concept which was
concerned with the interaction of roles in a particular situation. In addition, scripts have been
expanded to consider both basic instrumental scripts, used for controlling simple, repetitive tasks
with little variability, and situational scripts, or complex scripts for handling situations with many
interdependent roles and actions.
• Refinement of the role concept suitable for distributed agent-based systems: This work presents a
refinement of the role concept for multi-agent systems. This refinement not only allows the use of
roles to coordinate heterogeneous teams of humans and robots, but it is also applicable to other
multi-agent systems. In addition, this work identifies areas of research in the application of
ontologies and semantic mapping that are necessary for allowing artificial agents to automatically
join, understand, and take part in new social contexts, using roles as a key starting concept.
• The use of roles to share responsibility for a task between human and robot agents: The scenario in
Section 5.2.2 shares a role between a robot and a human operator. This role sharing has the effect of
enabling both agents to take responsibility for the completion of the joint task. For many
robot-related scenarios, this type of joint action is necessary, particularly if the robot does not have
the cognitive capability to complete the task for itself. In the example scenario, the robot detects an
anomalous object during its scouting mission, but shares the scout role with the human for a final
identification. During this time, the human uses the sensors and effectors on the robot but provides
the cognitive processing for the role.
• Concise review of robot literature related to roles: Chapter Two presents a literature survey that first
describes roles from a social science perspective and isolates a set of key propositions that describe
fundamental properties that are important for robotics. Roles have been used in computer science
before but much of this work has been in areas that are not directly relevant to robot systems. The
literature survey then looks at the use of roles in software agent systems and elsewhere in robotics
and explains why these uses of roles are not complete or sufficient for this dissertation.
• Initial presentation of fundamental robot-specific roles: This work also identifies two fundamental
robot roles that cut across all social contexts and will be found in any scenario where the robots are
not fully autonomous. Chapter Three also presents three key interaction levels, passive observation,
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shared control, and direct control, that are necessary for full use of the TELEFACTOR and
OPERATOR roles.
• Role concepts and approach are transferrable to other architectures: The approach outline in
Chapter Three discusses the fundamental role model and additional requirements in a manner that is
applicable to many architectures. The primary constraint is that the architecture be a hybrid
deliberative/reactive architecture. Purely reactive architectures do not build world models or
consider planning (Murphy 2000, pg. 108), which is a requirement for much of the role model. The
implementation in Chapter Four uses DFRA as an underlying robot architecture but the overall
design should be usable in other architectures as well.
• Context adapter and plugins: As noted in Section 1.1, robot teams are or can be used in a wide
variety of setting. In these settings, software external to the robot will most likely want or need to
read and write data on the robot, including access to sensors, effectors, and the robot’s cognitive
state and roles. The context adapter and context plugins described in Section 4.2 and Section 4.2.2
are intended to alleviate this integration problem. The context plugins have been used to interface
with two different agent systems that each use a different underlying communication protocol and
agent framework.
1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Chapter Two presents related work on roles from
both the social science and technical perspectives. Chapter Three then presents the approach taken by this
dissertation and a discussion of the implementation of the approach is presented in Chapter Four.
Chapter Five discusses the case studies and scenarios used to demonstrate the implementation, as well as
presents several limitations of this work. Chapter Six summarizes the dissertation and lists several
directions for future work. The appendices contain support information and material that did not fit in the
body of the dissertation. Appendix A lists and expands acronyms that are used in the body of the text.
Appendix B provides additional detail on the roles used in the demonstrations, and Appendix C lists
implementation classes and design diagrams.
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Chapter Two
A Discussion on Roles
The purpose of this chapter is to identify how human social systems make use of roles and what
fundamental aspects of this theory bear consideration in an artificial social system. In addition to
understanding the human element, we are also interested in how these ideas have been used in
technological systems, particularly with regard to robotics.
Since roles are fundamental to human social systems, this chapter first provides a background on
roles and role theory from a sociological perspective (Section 2.1). Second, Section 2.2 examines how the
role concept has been applied in technical systems such as software agents and robotics.
2.1 Roles from Social Science
The term role has a common place in the English language and its usage in sociological theory has been
drawn in part from this common usage. Originally the term was Latin (rotula), meaning “little wheel”.
The Old French word rolle denoted a roll of parchment rolled around a wooden rod. In French theater, this
roll of parchment contained the script for an actor. Common usage changed the meaning and eventually
rolle came to describe the part the actor played. It is this meaning that migrated to English in the early
1600s (Pickett 2000, “Role”).
In modern social science role is a specification of the common usage meaning “a behavioral
repertoire characteristic of a person or a position; a set of standards, descriptions, norms, or concepts held
for the behaviors of a person or social position; or (less often) a position itself” (Biddle 1979, pg. 9). This
sociological definition is based in large part on the work of three individuals in the 1930s: Ralph Linton,
George Herbert Mead and Jacob Levy Moreno.
One important characteristic of social roles is that they are embedded in a larger social system.
More specifically, “a social system consists in a plurality of individual actors interacting with each other in
a situation which has at least a physical or environmental aspect, actors who are motivated in terms of a
tendency to the ‘optimization of gratification’ and whose relation to their situations, including each other,
is defined in terms of a system of culturally structured and shared symbols” (Parsons 1951, pp. 5–6). That
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is, a social system consists of agents pursuing individual goals but interacting with other agents in a
context-dependent manner.
Mead focused on individuals within society, and considered roles a fundamental mechanism for
social interaction and cooperative ability. Indeed, the mimicry and play of small children is the process
through which they learn the roles of others and learn how to act in a larger social context or social system.
It is generally recognized that the specifically social expressions of intelligence, or the
exercise of what is “social intelligence,” depend on the given individual’s ability to take the
roˆles of, or “put himself in the place of,” other individuals implicated with him in given social
situations; and upon his consequent sensitivity toward their attitudes toward himself and
toward one another. (Mead 1934)
Linton (Linton 1936, ch. 8) examined the link between role and status, often termed position.
Status represents a position in a particular social pattern, whether it is a formal structure such as that a
business or a more informal position in an informal social setting. Associated with each position is a set of
rights and responsibilities that when active are the position’s role in the overall social pattern. An
individual may have many statuses, and thus many roles, but the aggregate of an individual’s statuses is the
status of the individual.
A roˆle represents the dynamic aspect of a status. The individual is socially assigned to a
status and occupies it with relation to other statuses. When he puts the rights and duties which
constitute the status into effect, he is performing a roˆle. [...] Every individual has a series of
roˆles deriving from the various patterns in which he participates and at the same time a roˆle,
general, which represents the sum total of these roˆles and determines what he does for his
society and what he can expect from it.
Although all status and roˆles derive from social patterns and are integral parts of patterns,
they have an independent function with relation to individuals who occupy particular statuses
and exercise their roˆles. To such individuals the combined status and roˆle represent the
minimum of attitudes and behavior which he must assume if he is to participate in the overt
expression of the pattern. (Linton 1936, pp. 114)
Linton also described two types of status, ascribed and achieved. In human society, almost any
individual can perform almost any role. These roles and statuses are ascribed to an individual and form the
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basis of habit; roles that can be played with little thought or attention. Ascribed roles make up a large
portion of the social fabric of society. Achieved statuses are different in that they have some physical or
mental requirement or some other special quality and are filled through some special effort or training.
Later work in social science refines the terminology surrounding status for clarity. Social position
is most commonly used for status, and the sum of the social positions of an individual is the position set
(Biddle 1979). In this refinement, the status is reassociated with rank, where higher status positions have
more authority, autonomy or some other desirable characteristic.
Moreno wrote that roles are key for providing insight into individuals and therefore the roles a
person plays are an accurate reflection of the inner self. Moreno was particularly interested in role-playing
and focused on the aspects of spontaneity and creativity that allowed an individual to correct conflicts
between the subject’s inner self and official roles.
The tangible aspects of what is known as “ego” or “self” are the roles in which it
operates. Role and relationships between roles are the most significant development within
any specific culture. Working with the “role” as a point of reference appears to be a
methodological advantage as compared with “personality”, “self”, or “ego”...
Role-emergence is prior to the emergence of the self. Roles do not emerge from the self,
but the self may emerge from roles. (Moreno et al. 1960, pg. 81)
Persona
Role function 
and 
expectation
Prescriptions 
in the 
Domain
Role making Role assignment
Role 
performance
capabilities
norms
goals
responsibilities
obligations
role conflict
Behavior 
in the 
Domain
social
interaction
Figure 1: Interaction of persona and social context for role assignment (adapted from Allport (1961)).
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A psychologist studying the growth of personality in individuals, Allport (1961, pp. 181–195)
also saw an “unquestioned importance” to roles and noted that life is really a succession of roles that
enable an individual to relate to complex and changing social systems. Allport was primarily concerned
with how roles influence personality, and distinguished four key aspects of roles, shown in Figure 1:
expectation, conception, acceptance and performance. However, Allport noted a problem with the view
that life is merely a set of prescribed roles. Society allows a great deal of flexibility in how a role is
performed and this variability allows individuals with wide-ranging values and preferences to play the
same roles successfully.
Early work in roles was popular and spawned a large body of work in the social sciences.
However, each of the early views of roles had slight differences in theory, approach, or terminology. While
the general concepts remained compatible, comparing literature became difficult. Thomas and Biddle
(1966) provided an early survey of the field and body of work and a decade later, Biddle (1979) provided
an updated view of the state of role theory in the social sciences. It is this latter work that provides a
revised terminology and concept map as well as a theoretical foundation for this work.
Biddle noted the existence of underlying differences in role theory research, but offered a set of
five propositions for which there is general scientific agreement:
1. Role theorists assert that “some” behaviors are patterned and are characteristic of
persons within contexts (i.e., form roles).
2. Roles are often associated with sets of persons who share a common identity (i.e., who
constitute social positions).
3. Persons are often aware of roles, and to some extent roles are governed by the fact of
their awareness (i.e., by expectations).
4. Roles persist, in part, because of their consequences (functions) and because they are
often imbedded within larger social systems.
5. Persons must be taught roles (i.e., must be socialized) and may find either joy or sorrow
in the performances thereof.
[...] Role concepts are widely accepted within the social sciences, and for many readers the
five preceding propositions would appear to be self-evident. (Biddle 1979, pg. 8)
These five general statements incorporate the work of Mead, Linton and Moreno, as well as many
others in the social science field, and this definition provides a minimum set of concepts that must be
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addressed by any technical adaptation of roles to artificial systems. Namely, it must define roles relative to
a social position in the social context. These roles must be associated with some function or behavior, and
this behavior must be associated with expectations of how the role operates in the social context. Finally,
there must be some consideration of how the roles change over time as socialization into new contexts
occurs.
Almost a decade later, Biddle (1986) again looked at the broad body of role literature and
grouped it into five categories of role theory: functional, symbolic interactionist, structural, organizational,
and cognitive.
• Functional role theory is derived in large part from Linton and others in the same tradition. As its
name suggests, functional role theory sees roles as shared norms that describe the characteristic
behavior of individuals that occupy a given position in a social system.
• The symbolic interactionist perspective, typified by Mead, stresses roles from the perspective of the
individual. This perspective stresses that roles evolve through interaction within a social system and
fluidly change in response to norms, situational context and other demands.
• Structural role theory is also built on Linton’s work, and is primarily focused on social structures
and positions within the structures. Here roles are a reflection of the characteristic behaviors of
members of the positions, but unlike the functional tradition, the focus of this branch of role theory
is more on the social network itself rather than individuals within the system.
• Organizational role theory is more rigidly defined than other approaches, looking at roles within the
context of formal organizations. These formal systems tend to be pre-defined, task-oriented and
rigidly hierarchical. Roles in this sense are strongly identified with social position and influenced by
group expectation, although individual variation is still possible.
• Finally cognitive role theory is influenced the work of Moreno and by cognitive psychology and is
primarily directed toward the effect of expectation on behavior. The latter view is that of Biddle
himself and is touted as having a broader empirical base than the other variants of role theory.
2.1.1 Summary
The general consensus provides a minimum set of concepts that must be addressed by any technical
adaptation of roles to artificial systems. Namely, any treatment of roles must define roles relative to a
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social position in a social context. Within that social context, these roles must be associated with some
function or behavior, and this behavior is subject to a set of expectations regarding how the role operates.
Finally, there must be a consideration of how the roles change over time as socialization into new contexts
occurs.
2.2 Roles from Computer Science
Roles have been used in several communities within computer science, with different disciplines mapping
to the underlying social science model at varying degrees of fidelity. In particular, roles form a part of four
main communities: knowledge representation, programming languages, socio-technical systems and agent
systems, including software agents and robotics.
2.2.1 Modeling: Knowledge Representation
The first discipline, knowledge representation, derives from a branch of artificial intelligence, focused on
presenting information in a form that can be stored and processed by a computer. In particular, this
knowledge is particularly desirable for human-like reasoning and inference. Knowledge representation is
closely tied to the field of logic, which provides a formal structure to knowledge as well as rules of
inference, and to that of ontology, a formal description of the elements of a particular domain.
Ontology is a formal mechanism for representing knowledge. There are two broad classes of
ontologies: upper ontologies and special-purpose ontologies. A general-purpose or upper ontology is a
framework that attempts to describe knowledge, starting with the most general concepts. An example of an
upper ontology is Cyc knowledge base (Lenat et al. 1990; Lenat 1995; Guha and Lenat 1990), which starts
with a generic Thing and then refines the Thing into sub-categories such as Individual Object, Intangible,
Event, and so on. This is contrasted to a special-purpose ontology, which is a detailed representation of a
specific domain, where the concepts in the ontology are only those required to model the domain.
Upper and general purpose ontologies operate at different levels of knowledge and have specific
properties of interest. Upper ontologies are generic, and thus their concepts should be applicable to any
special purpose domain. In addition, a general-purpose ontology can unify the concepts from multiple
domains, allowing more complex problem-solving capabilities. However, general-purpose ontologies are
more complex, containing more information describing the world and more statements about the state of
the world.
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Roles appear as a concept in several upper ontologies, including that of Sowa (2000), Guha and
Lenat (1990) and Masolo et al. (2004). Other work has investigated different types of roles: Masolo et al.
(2005) also examined relational roles and how they may be used to solve the classical “counting problem”
in logic and Loebe (2005) examined how actors playing a role could participate not only in social
environments, but also as part of a relation or process.
2.2.2 Roles in Programming Languages
Person
Customer Supplier
OrganizationPerson
Customer Supplier
Party
OrganizationPerson Customer Supplier
OrganizationPerson
Customer Supplier Party
OrganizationPerson Customer Supplier
Agent
? ? ?
? ?
Figure 2: An example of a programming modeling problem assuming roles are natural types. Each of the
five possible solutions has subtle errors. The problem is difficult unless roles are considered separate from
types. Roles are listed in italics. Adapted from (Steimann 2000).
Roles have also been used as a tool to aid in modeling and representing certain types of problems
in programming languages and software design, where standard usage of “classes” and “interfaces” is not
sufficient to adequately describe or model the problem. Even a simple modeling problem such as the
organization of types relating to customers, suppliers, people, and companies (Figure 2) is non-trivial if
roles are discounted. Steimann and Mayer (2005) consider roles as “context-specific interfaces” that can
be used to properly represent the domain. The addition of roles as a fundamental concept in modeling
makes these and other problems tractable (Steimann 2000).
Roles have also been added to programming languages as constructs at the level of a class or
interface. Object-level implementations in have appeared in ObjectTeams/Java (Herrmann 2005),
PowerJava (Baldoni, Boella, and van der Torre 2005), and Self (Paesschen, Meuter, and D’Hondt 2005).
While the use of roles in programming languages and modeling shows that roles can be a
powerful abstraction, this use at a programming object level is too fine-grained to apply to agents directly.
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Figure 3: A special-purpose role model used for role-based access control (adapted from Ferraiolo et al.
(2001)).
2.2.3 Roles in Socio-Technical Systems
Socio-technical systems are systems that are composed of both technical and social systems. These can be
very wide ranging in scope, from large social systems such as a university where work is done using
technical systems, to technical systems which facilitate or coordinate social interaction such as online
electronic communities. Roles have been used in several contexts within socio-technical systems.
A common socio-technical system and special-purpose ontology that includes the role concept is
exemplified by Role-Based Access Control (RBAC). Role-Based Access Control is an access control
method centered around roles. In RBAC, permissions are associated with roles. Users are then assigned to
roles and inherit the permissions associated with the role (Sandhu et al. 1996; Zhu 2003). Figure 3 shows
an example of such a role model. In this particular example, roles link users with permissions tied to
objects and operations (Ferraiolo et al. 2001).
Herrmann, Jahnke, and Loser (2004) and Jahnke, Ritterskamp, and Herrmann (2005) view roles
in terms of a static description (role dimensions) and a functional description (role mechanisms), based on
a study of an online web-based collaborative learning system. In this light, roles are defined in terms of
four static dimensions (position, functions, expectations and interactions) and six dynamic mechanisms
(role assignment, role change, role making, role taking, inter-role conflict, and role definition). These ten
characterizations form the basis for this discussion of roles. The four role dimensions are described briefly
below:
1. Position: Roles reflect a static view of an organizational structure. The position of a role in a social
structure defines the functions and tasks that are required for the role.
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2. Functions and tasks: Each role is associated with a formal set of permissions, obligations and
activities that are defined by the social organization, and associate a role with how it is performed.
3. Behavioral expectations: While the functions and tasks of a role are a formal description of the role,
the behavioral expectations are informal or prescribed conventions bound in the social interactions
of a role. Violating conventions can earn an agent negative sanctions from other agents in the
community. Indeed, in some situations these behavioral conventions are as formal and binding as
the functions and tasks.
4. Social interactions: Finally, a role player’s ability to play the role can shape the role definition itself,
whether through modifying the role’s behavioral expectations, core functions, or even position in the
social system itself.
If the four role dimensions are a structural description of a role and its relations, the following six
dynamic relations, known as role mechanisms, are a functional description of how an individual interacts
with roles. These mechanisms define a role lifecycle which controls the operation and interaction of a role
within a social context:
1. Role assignment: Role assignment is the process of assigning a role to an agent in a social system.
Role assignment is a statement of desire, not a guarantee that the agent will accept or be able to play
the role. Note that an agent can assign a role to itself to fulfill internal goals.
2. Role taking: Role taking occurs when an agent uses the known role played by another agent to build
a model of the other agent’s actions. Coutu (Coutu 1951) noted that role taking is often erroneously
confused with role assignment. Role taking requires a shared understanding of the role dimensions
for construction of a meaningful mental model.
3. Role change: Role change is the process of enabling an agent to play one or more roles
simultaneously or in sequence. Any individual plays a number of roles in daily life.
4. Role making: In a human society, each person that plays a role does so in their own unique manner,
consequently transforming the behavioral expectations into concrete action in different ways.
5. Inter-role conflict: An agent may hold multiple roles, and the goals of each may conflict.
6. Role definition: A role may be radically changed or a new role created due to changing
circumstances or a negotiated social change in behavioral expectations.
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2.2.4 Agents Using Roles
The bulk of prior work with roles in multi-agent systems has appeared out of the software agent
community, and much is relevant to multi-robot systems. Work influencing the static role description in
agent systems has included social norms and policies (Boella and van der Torre 2005; Felicissimo et al.
2005) as well as social enforcement (Boella and Lesmo 2001; Bradshaw et al. 2003). Wooldridge,
Jennings, and Kinny (2000), in particular, observe that multi-agent system design is more complicated
than traditional software engineering, which fails to capture an agent’s problem solving behavior and
social interactions. They propose the GAIA methodology for agent-oriented design, using roles to model
the responsibilities, permissions, activities and protocols of an agent. In a sense, though, this methodology
and extensions by Zambonelli, Jennings, and Wooldridge (2003) to incorporate organizational structure
only describe the first two static dimensions of role analysis: position and function.
In open multi-agent systems, where agents can enter or leave the system, it is not enough to
simply describe the static role dimensions. These agents need to incorporate role dynamics as well.
Dastani, Dignum, and Dignum (2003) and Dastani et al. (2005) have studied dynamic role assignment in
such open societies, particularly how agents enact and deact roles, and the effect this has on agent goals.
Boissier et al. (2005) look at how an individual’s cognitive framework and behavior can change when
playing a role, and describe how the role can influence the individual’s goals, desires and beliefs, as well
as cause the individual to dynamically gain or lose influence or power. A reasoning agent may very well
agree to play a role to gain access to information that will help with private goals even if it does mean
accepting new restrictions or obligations.
Colman and Han (2005) have investigated autonomy and how it can relate to roles and agency.
They propose five-levels of autonomy: no autonomy, process autonomy, system-state autonomy,
intentional autonomy, and autonomy from constraints. However, the general level of implementation of the
role dimensions and role mechanisms is unclear, and autonomy has not been investigated in this context.
Sims, Corkill, and Lesser (2004b) and Sims, Corkill, and Lesser (2004a) present a role-based
coalition-formation framework that uses matches role capabilities with agents able to play the role and
uses these agents to meet system goals. The primary focus of this work is on building an organizational
structure rather than on investigating roles; the roles are primarily a synonym for “task”, and the
framework is not based on any particular branch of role theory.
Other agent systems and architectures do not directly encapsulate the concept of a role, but can
often include concepts that are similar or offer similar functionality. The KAoS (Bradshaw et al. 1997), for
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example, “defines basic ontologies for actions, actors, groups, places, various entities related to actions
(e.g., computing resources), and policies” (Bradshaw et al. 2003). However, these ontologies do not
directly address the role concepts in Section 2.2.3, but could be used to implement or describe the role
dimensions. In particular, KAoS uses the concept of policy to express authorizations or obligations related
to actions in a given situation. These can be both positive or negative; authorizations can allow or deny
action and obligations can require or forbid actions (Uszok, Bradshaw, and Jeffers 2004). This use of
policy to modify behavior is a form of expectation and can be used as such in a role context.
2.2.5 Robots Using Roles
Multi-robot systems is a less developed field then general multi-agent systems. As a result, research on
strong social interactions between robots and well-defined multi-robot domains have been slower to
develop. However, there has been some recent work in this area. As field robotics is inherently
failure-prone (Carlson, Murphy, and Nelson 2004) and is thus by definition an open agent environment, it
is natural that research will lead in the direction of the dynamic characterization of roles.
Roles appear in limited form in previous robotics literature, but they do so primarily as a
synonym for task, without many of the stronger social aspects; these uses of roles appear to be strictly
limited to role-assignment and role-change. Stone and Veloso (1999) used roles in this manner, building
formations composed of a set number of specific roles for robot soccer. As the soccer game progressed,
formations (and thus roles) would change dynamically. Roles also appeared in Martinson and Arkin
(2003) as a vehicle to test a Q-learning-based role-assignment mechanism using a foraging task in a
hostile environment. Quinn et al. (2003) used neural networks to evolve controllers for a team of three
small robots in a team locomotion task. The robots a set of controllers that allowed mobility, and the
authors argue that each robot plays a role on the team. While the robots do appear to have a form of role
assignment and a learned role, other social aspects are missing. Finally, Støy, Shen, and Will (2002) used
roles in a more recursive manner for self-reconfigurable robots; each reconfigurable module could assume
a role within the robot such as “leg” or “spine”. Role selection and assignment provided the required
behavior for the module within the social context of the robot, but did not influence how the robot
interacted with other agents.
Chaimowicz, Kumar, and Campos (2004) present a robot team that does consider the use of roles
to coordinate a team of robots in a single cooperative task. This role model considers only a basic role
assignment mechanism capable of allocating and reassigning roles. One novel feature of this work is that
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robots can exchange their role with another robot if necessary to complete the overall task. One limitation
of this work is that, as with the above systems, the use of the term role is again a synonym for a task or
sub-task.
The robot soccer systems described in Gupta, Messom, and Demidenko (2004) define three roles
for robot soccer: the defender, attacker, and goalkeeper. The role selection mechanism switches the
attacker and defender roles on certain robots (while the assignment to goalkeeper is static). An interesting
characteristic of this work is that each soccer team has two robots in the attacker or defender roles, and the
paper considers both robots in the defender role as a separate role. This allows a limited form of role
taking, as each robot can base decisions about appropriate behaviors based on the known behavior of its
teammate.
Perhaps the most complete use of roles in a robotic environment is introduced by Satterfield,
Choxi, and Housten (2005) and is detailed by Satterfield et al. (2005). This work presented a “Role-Based
Operations Architecture” designed for multiagent coordination in a military operations domain. The
architecture defines a Role and Zone System responsible for managing mission tasks and handling
inter-agent coordination. In addition, the architecture specifies a Salience Engine or distributed event
processing layer and and Action Engine for executing and tracking the state of actions. This system has
been tested on real robots and was developed using reasoning similar to that presented in Chapter One and
Section 2.1. The biggest limitation with respect to the five propositions listed above is that while the
architecture shows the utility of a role-based system for coordinating heterogeneous teams, it does not
address the more context-dependent aspects of roles such as role expectations and role position. For
simple domains and missions, this may not be a large difference, however for a long-lived robot system,
these mechanisms have the potential to radically alter the displayed behavior of the team without changing
the underlying functions of the roles. Without these, the core role functions must be redeveloped for new
social contexts.
None of the role-based systems presented here have been tested or demonstrated on outdoor field
robots, although (Satterfield et al. 2005) has been demonstrated on iRobot Magellan Pro platforms and
(Chaimowicz, Kumar, and Campos 2004) used TRC Labmate and Nomad XR4000 robots, both in a
laboratory or indoor environment.
Emotion has been used in affective robotics to influence the behavior of individual agents in a
team setting. However, this field is primarily focused on “socially interactive robotics”, that is, direct
human-robot interaction. While there has been some effort to investigate how humans and robots should
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interact, such as Bartneck and Forlizzi (2004), Lisetti et al. (2004) and Moshkina and Arkin (2005), these
efforts are mostly focused on on how to enable a robot that is performing some action to do so in a more
believable or human-like manner.
In this sense, affect fits nicely into a role-based system, as it can be used to make the performance
of a role more believable. For example, Bruce et al. (2000) have taken motivation from acting and drama
to build the “Play” architecture. While not directly role-related, the architecture does treat robots as actors
in an improvisational setting. Each actor has internal and external goals and uses emotion to modify how
the robots act and choose behaviors for execution. However the assignment of the overall role (e.g. ‘hero’
or ‘villain’) is static and the architecture does not explore the role concept in any detail.
In a different vein, affect can also be used to influence the assignment of tasks. Gage (2004) used
the emotion shame in an affective recruitment protocol to influence when individual robots would respond
to requests for help from other agents. In this sense, affect could modify role assignment or otherwise
influence the role lifecycle in a role-based system.
2.3 Summary
This chapter presented related work on how human social systems make use of roles and what
fundamental aspects of this theory bear consideration in an artificial social system. Roles define the
interactions of individuals within a social context, and are inseparable from the context itself. The use of
roles allow humans to produce the correct behavior in a wide variety of social situations. Social science is
clear that there five general propositions that must hold in a role system: namely, it must define roles
relative to a social position in the social context; these roles must be associated with some function or
behavior, and this behavior must be associated with expectations of how the role operates in the social
context; finally, there must be some consideration of how the roles change over time as socialization into
new contexts occurs.
For robotics, this is key to allowing a robot system to be usable in a wide variety of situations. In
addition to related work on the human element, this chapter also presented how these ideas have been used
in technological systems, particularly with regard to robotics. This related work has a direct influence on
the approach taken to enable role-based robotics, and is presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter Three
Approach
This chapter describes key aspects of the approach taken to introduce social roles to robotics. First,
Section 3.1 provides the theoretical approach and role model that serves as the foundation for this work.
Second, it lists several practical constraints that guide the use of roles in practice. These constraints are
drawn from experience with mobile robots and are listed in Section 3.2.
3.1 The Role Model
The theoretical approach draws in large part from two sources. The role characterization of Jahnke,
Ritterskamp, and Herrmann (2005) serves as the primary model, modified based on recommendations
from Dastani et al. (2005) and supported by related work in agent systems (Bradshaw et al. 2003; Uszok,
Bradshaw, and Jeffers 2004). This model provides four role dimensions and six role mechanisms. The role
mechanisms require that a role have some position relative to other roles, support a set of functions and
tasks, be linked to social expectations, and provide support for social interaction to support learning and
adaptation.
The four role dimensions are described below:
1. Position: Roles reflect a static view of an organizational structure. The position of a role in a social
structure defines the functions and tasks that are required for the role. In a military scenario, for
example, each individual soldier has a rank, or status, and this defines the functions that are
permitted for that soldier.
2. Functions and tasks: Each role is associated with a formal set of permissions, obligations and
activities that are defined by the social organization. This role dimension associates a role with
actions that can or must be performed. A soldier that is part of a team clearing a building may have
certain actions he can perform, such as breaching a door or using weapons. A role my also
incorporate restrictions or qualifications; in this example, the soldier may be prohibited from starting
the mission until all orders are given and all team members are ready.
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3. Behavioral expectations: If the functions and tasks of a role are a formal description of the role, the
behavioral expectations are informal or prescribed conventions bound in the social interactions of a
role. Violating conventions can earn an agent negative sanctions from other agents in the
community. Indeed, in some situations these behavioral conventions are as formal and binding as
the functions and tasks. In the military scenario, a soldier is expected to use certain forms of address
when communicating with other soldiers, depending on the relative position.
4. Social interactions: Finally, a role player’s ability to play the role can feed back and shape the role
definition itself, whether through modifying the role’s behavioral expectations, core functions, or
even position in the social system itself.
This approach diverges from the original role model in the following way. The original model
defined six mechanisms: role assignment, role taking, role making, role change, inter-role conflict and role
definition. However, (Dastani et al. 2005) point out that role assignment may subtly influence the goals of
an agent even if it is not actively pursuing the functions of the role. They suggest that assigned roles may
also be active or inactive, corresponding to whether the functions of the role are actively pursued. This
suggests the need for a more comprehensive role lifecycle that can replace role assignment and role
change in the original model.
The final five role mechanisms are as follows:
1. Role lifecyle mechanisms: Role assignment is the process of assigning a role to an agent in a social
system. Role assignment is a statement of desire, not a guarantee that the agent will accept or be
able to play the role. An agent may assign a role to itself to fulfill internal goals. Role change is the
process of enabling an agent to play one or more roles simultaneously or in sequence. Any
individual plays a number of roles in daily life.
2. Role taking: Role taking occurs when an agent uses the known role played by another agent to build
a model of the other agent’s behavior. Coutu (Coutu 1951) noted that role taking is often
erroneously confused with role assignment. Role taking requires a shared understanding of the role
dimensions for construction of a meaningful mental model. If one search specialist encounters
another coming out of a search area, the first searcher’s model of the other would expect the area to
be cleared and marked.
3. Role making: In a human society, each person that plays a role does so in their own unique manner,
consequently transforming the behavioral expectations into concrete action in different ways. A
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search specialist might have specific knowledge of certain types of structures, such as those in a
commercial business district. This specialist would play his role in a different manner than one with
knowledge of single-story dwellings.
4. Inter-role conflict: An agent may hold multiple roles, and the goals of each may conflict. A search
specialist might note a structural problem with a building making it dangerous to search. This
information would conflict with the role’s core search function and must be resolved.
5. Role definition: A role may be radically changed or a new role created due to changing
circumstances or a negotiated social change in behavioral expectations. This is particularly the case
in the face of change. As noted in (Hollnagel and Woods 2005, pg. 102), “New tools alter the tasks
for which they were designed, indeed alter the situations in which the tasks occur and even the
conditions that cause people to want to engage the tasks. (Carroll & Campbell, 1988, p.4)”. The
addition of technology to a social system may require that roles change, for example, since some
activities could no longer be necessary or may require different interaction.
These four role dimensions and five role mechanisms define a set of criteria upon which we can
judge the results of this dissertation. A solution must be developed that can account for all of these
measures, either through direct implementation and testing, or allowances for future work.
3.2 Practical Constraints
The basic role model defines a general framework that can be used to coordinate heterogeneous teams.
The role model allows the definition of roles, specifying how each role related to others through the
position, what effect the role has when it is played through the role functions, how the role can be modified
and altered by changing role expectations, and a general hook for enabling learning and adaptation
through social interaction. In addition, the five role mechanisms describe a set of tools for using roles in a
heterogeneous system. However, this model does not directly address common coordination issues that
result from more complex social interactions.
There are many constraints relating to complex social behavior, but this section focuses on three
that occur in field robotics and are directly influenced by experience. The following additional three
criteria are important:
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Multiple Roles Multiple roles can be assumed at the same time. Sometimes this leads to conflict, but often
multiple roles can be accommodated. This can happen when multiple role have disjoint functions or
overlapping functions with compatible expectations.
Role Sharing Multiple agents should be able to coordinate to share a role. This is particularly necessary in
field robotics when a human operator wishes or needs to assume all or part of the role a robot was
playing. As an example, in (Long, Murphy, and Hicinbothom 2006), robots were involved in a
simulated demining task. During the mission, they were required to search for mines and when a
mine was detected, the human operator shared the task to provide that final visual confirmation.
Multiple Social Contexts The mechanism should support multiple social contexts or social systems. This
is important for reusability of roles and other robot functionality. Since very few research
opportunities are provided with entirely new equipment and often require interaction with custom
software packages, it is necessary to reuse robot systems and software across many different tasks
and integrate easily into new environments.
In addition, the autonomous systems must be able to be controlled or operated remotely by a
human since there are many real-world situations that require human-level intelligence. Traditionally, the
human operator has simply overridden the autonomy of the robot and taken direct control of the sensors
and effectors. However, the use of roles suggests the following three cases of human and robot interaction:
• Passive observation: The human operator is not expecting to take control of the robot, but does
desire access to additional information.
• Shared control: The human operator is expecting to control the robot in some manner, but is
allowing autonomous processes on the robot to be active. This has three benefits. First, the human
operator can direct and control the robot. Second, the reactive knowledge generated on the robot is
not lost. For example, the operator could direct a robot to proceed to a particular location, but allow
the robot to dyanmically avoid obstacle en route. Third, this combination helps overcome practical
issues such as communication lag, limited bandwidth and communication loss that might proscribe
direct, data-intensive control of the robot. Shared control is often termed guarded motion, although
shared control, in general, connotes more than just robot motion.
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• Direct control: Finally, direct control is important for cases where full human control is required or
autonomous control would be ineffective or dangerous. An application of this could be direct
control to diagnose hardware or software failures.
It is important that the appropriate level of desired control is visible at the role level, because
providing the services required may impact other roles being played. In particular, providing too much
data during passive observation can reduce available bandwidth for mission-critical tasks, and allowing
access to services such as motor controllers can impact the execution of higher-level roles that may also
use those controller. Providing the intent of the human operator can allow the inter-role conflict
mechanism information that can reduce the impact of this contention.
3.3 Implementation Approach
The role model and practical constraints require some form of implementation. The general approach to
this implementation begins from a social perspective. The largest structure from this perspective is the
social context. Role position, function, expectation, and social interaction are all defined within this
concept. The realization of the role model software starts with this as the key concept.
The implementation detailed in Chapter Four defines a context adapter. This structure tracks the
social contexts that are relevant at any given time. This is not just limited to a single context; it enables
access to multiple contexts.
Within each social context, roles are the next most important concept, and are bound to a specific
context. These roles are then associated with a role position element, a role function, and a set of
expectations. Expectations can cut across several roles, so the ability to track expectations from many
roles must be external to the role itself. This component is called the expectation manager and maintains
the active set of expectations for all active roles.
In a similar manner, role functions need a similar component to maintain the state and handle the
execution of role functions. For historical reasons this is called the script manager. This component is not
new, as it has been used in past work. However, it has been updated to use the scripts needed for this
dissertation. Scripts are used to implement role functions and are capable of managing a defined social
interaction with other roles.
The above meet the requirements for the role dimensions, but the dynamic aspects of the role are
still undefined. To address these a role manager is introduced to track, maintain, and modify the state of
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the roles for all active social contexts. This component manages the role lifecycle and resolves inter-role
conflict in conjunction with the expectation manager. The role manager also extracts information about
available roles and makes it available through the context adapter to facilitate the role taking of other
agents. The role manager also enables the use of multiple simultaneous role in conjunction with the
expectation manager. Role making and role definition is not presently defined, but will fit in with this
component as well.
The last requirement, shared roles, use the above components but are not defined within them at
present. This sharing is presently accomplished through a combination of scripts and defined social
interaction between instances of the role on multiple agents.
3.4 Summary
This chapter describes key aspects of the approach taken to introduce social roles to robotics: the
theoretical approach and practical constraints that influence the approach. It also presents several practical
considerations that are drawn from past experience with mobile robotics.
The theoretical approach merges important concepts from the use of roles in technical systems
presented in Chapter Two, and is ultimately based on observations from the human use of roles in social
systems. The role model describes four role dimensions: role position, role function, role expectations,
and social interaction. All four describe static aspects of how a role functions. The role model also builds
on five role mechanisms: the role lifecycle, role taking, role making, handling inter-role conflict, and role
definition. These five mechanisms describe dynamic aspects of how roles are used.
The practical considerations are meta-level requirements for the role framework. The four
constraints are the following: multiple simultaneous roles will be needed in multiple social contexts,
humans will need to operate and interact directly with autonomous systems and will also need to share
roles and role responsibilities between the two.
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Chapter Four
Implementation
This section describes the methods taken to translate the theoretical approach in Chapter Three to a
practical technical system implementation. The goals of the implementation are twofold. The first goal is
to provide a technical framework that can enable the coordinated operation of mixed teams using roles
based on theory grounded in social science. The second goal is to integrate this framework with the
Distributed Field Robot Architecture in a manner that is consistent with the architecture’s original design
goal. This integration must allow the use of previously developed robot software. The implementation
described in this section supports both goals.
This section first describes the general framework upon which the technical system is based. This
framework, Distributed Field Robot Architecture (DFRA), is described in Section 4.1. Then Section 4.2
presents the satisfaction of the theoretical constraints within the context of DFRA by introducing a new
robot service, the CONTEXTADAPTER that is responsible for social-context-related activities of the robot,
including roles, expectations, and other criteria described above.
4.1 The Distributed Field Robot Architecture
This section discusses a distributed robotics architecture, DFRA, designed for complex robotics tasks.
DFRA was designed and built based on prior work in robotics, distributed systems and software agents,
extended into a cohesive, useful distributed robot architecture. A complete discussion of DFRA may be
found in (Long 2004). DFRA itself is focused around three key areas.
First, the distributed architecture builds on existing hybrid deliberative/reactive architectures used
for individual robots rather than creating a distributed architecture that requires re-engineering of existing
robots. The majority of intelligent ground robots are programmed using the hybrid architectural paradigm,
which divides the robot control software into a low-level reactive or behavioral layer and a “higher”
deliberative layer (Murphy 2000). DFRA incorporates a distributed layer that serves as an even higher
layer. This is consistent with the software engineering principles of modularity, information hiding, and
security. It also means that the robots can function on their own even if the distributed layer has a software
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failure. Another advantage of the distributed layer is that it is expected to be applicable to any single-robot
architecture.
Second, the distributed layer of the architecture incorporates concepts from artificial intelligence
and software agents. The distributed layer is loosely based on the persona concept from psychology. Each
person has a persona, or way he or she interacts with the world, under different circumstances. The
persona provides a metaphor for thinking about the robot and how it interacts with other robots and
intelligent agents. The persona concept is also consistent with good software engineering, especially
information hiding and security, since it implies that all agents do not have access to all aspects of each
robot. The architecture allows the development of distributed algorithms and decision making as well as
interface agents and agent-oriented communication from software agency and distributed systems,
allowing the architecture to benefit from advances in those domains and to ensure that the robots will be
able to work with software and cognitive agents in the larger informational system.
Third, the architecture is designed around Sun’s Jini middleware layer (Kumar and Cohen 2000;
Li 2000), rather than creating a middleware layer from scratch or attempting to adapt a software agent
architecture such as Control of Agent-Based Systems (CoABS) (Kahn and Cicalese 2002). This was done
for the following five reasons:
• Creating a robust, functional middleware layer is a complex, time-consuming process and not the
main goal of this work.
• Jini is a commercially developed, stable, open product.
• Jini has a thriving user community that has a vested interest in seeing bugs found and fixed.
• Jini is well suited to the security, networking and event models of the Java language.
• Large-scale distributed systems such as CoABS are built on Jini; it is a viable choice for a
middleware layer.
There are seven key constraints that have influenced the approach taken to the design of DFRA,
drawn from previous work in field robotics (Carlson, Murphy, and Nelson 2004; Gage et al. 2004; Zimmel
et al. 2004), rescue robotics (Burke et al. 2004; Casper 2002; Micire 2002), and distributed systems
(Stroustrup 1994; Tanenbaum 1995; Long, Murphy, and Parker 2003). While originally identified for work
on DFRA, these constraints equally apply to the design of this system.
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• Behavior-based and deliberative support: The architecture supports common, proven robotic
paradigms. Behavior-based control has historically worked well for low-level, time-sensitive
control, while the deliberative approach is geared toward learning, artificial intelligence and
processes with weaker time constraints.
• Open standards: Robot hardware and software platforms do not typically have an immensely long
life — several different models of robots currently used have been discontinued by the manufacturer
or the manufacturer has gone out of business. Because of this, it is important to build on a base that
is open, flexible and extensible.
• Fault tolerant: Both the overall system and individual modules should be reliable in the face of
hardware faults, software errors and network problems.
• Adaptable: The system should be able to adapt to its operating environment. Because the system is
based on a Java foundation, software portability is not an issue as long as all services correctly
implement specified interfaces. However, modules need to adapt to allow the network environment
as a whole to function — to be good “network citizens”.
• Longevity: An ultimate goal of this system is longevity. A robot should not have to be taken out of
service for the installation of changes and updates. To support this, components need to be modified,
administered, logged and maintained at runtime.
• Consistent programming model: The implementation should abstract the locality of objects. The
same method should be able to access local or remote services without sacrificing error handling or
performance.
• Dynamic system: The system should be dynamic rather than static and should be able to flexibly
accommodate new sensors, effectors, or other components. This also implies that clients will be able
to discover the services that are needed at runtime and adapt to the addition and removal of services
over time. This is particularly important for a role-based system, where it may not be important
which agent fills a particular role, as long as an agent is found that can successfully perform the role.
Figure 4 shows a general architectural view of the DFRA. The uppermost portion of the diagram
represents the persona of the robot. This and the middle layer of the diagram comprise the distributed
layer of DFRA. The bottom portion of the figure represents the foundational single-agent architecture
chosen for this work, Sensor Fusion Effects (SFX). The SFX hybrid deliberative-reactive architecture has
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Figure 4: The Sensor Fusion Effects hybrid deliberative-reactive architecture has been extended through
the addition of a persona that represents key portions of the underlying system to distributed peers.
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been extended through the addition of a persona that represents key portions of the underlying system to
distributed peers.
4.1.1 Distributed Layer
The distributed layer builds squarely on the hybrid deliberative/reactive layer of SFX. The distributed
layer is formulated on the notion of a persona. In the Jungian sense, a persona is a personal facade one
presents to the world (Jung 1928). In the case of a robot architecture, a robot’s persona is the way to
represent the robot’s role, goals, capabilities and limitations to another agent.
The approach taken in DFRA is to extend each primary robot software component with a portion
that will interact with a distributed system. The collection of the capabilities provided by the distributed
portions of each component is the robot’s persona. Figure 4 shows this visually. The figure shows the SFX
foundation in Figure 5 as the base for the cognitive model, with portions of each of the relevant
components extended to the distributed realm. The portions are a representation of the capabilities,
attributes and knowledge of the robot – the robot persona.
Figure 6a shows an example of the persona of a robot that has a number of capabilities exposed,
such as the sensor and effector payloads and the robot’s skill set. Additionally, other information and
attributes, such as a mapping or cartography capability also have a representation in the persona.
These capabilities, now including roles, can be used by other agents in the system in an intelligent
manner. A mission planner can examine the capabilities of all available robots and generate an optimal
plan based on the distribution of skills. Likewise a recruitment agent such as the agent detailed in (Gage
2004) can filter requests based on the requested capabilites constrained to the available possibilities. Or a
mapping agent could request local maps from robots that have a mapping capability in their persona and
stitch these local maps into a global map and return the result to the cartographers. In this manner global
maps can be dynamically created and distributed by an agent that is only interested in other agents that
have a particular capability.
4.2 The CONTEXTADAPTER
The CONTEXTADAPTER is used both to implement roles within the DFRA and allow agents using DFRA
to interact in a variety of external application domains that correspond to “social contexts” or individual
“social systems”. The CONTEXTADAPTER is designed as a service within the DFRA architecture, and as
such is influenced by the design described above. In particular, the CONTEXTADAPTER is primarily
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Figure 6: The robot’s persona can be expressed as the capabilities of the robot. Portions of the persona may
be protected in some manner to restrict access to the underlying capabilities.
concerned with the distributed and deliberative layers of the architecture, using other services at these
levels for execution of robot actions, discovery of needed services, and dynamic adaptation to changing
network and robot conditions.
The CONTEXTADAPTER is a DFRA service and serves a twofold purpose. First, it provides a
structure by which the robot services are able to utilize roles. To this end, the CONTEXTADAPTER defines
a ROLEMANAGER , discussed in further detail in Section 4.2.1, and interfaces with a policy management
system through an EXPECTATIONMANAGER , examined in Section 4.2.3. Second, the
CONTEXTADAPTER allows access to external “social contexts” or application domains. To this end, it
provides the capability to integrate an arbitrary number of CONTEXTPLUGIN s, described in Section 4.2.2,
that provide a mapping from DFRA messaging to that of the external context.
To support these two key goals, the CONTEXTADAPTER has the following responsibilities:
• DFRA service responsibilities: The CONTEXTADAPTER is responsible for proper operation within
the DFRA framework. This includes service lifecycle management tasks such as initialization,
activation and deactivation, properly persisting relevant state, event generation and processing and
exception handling.
• Construct the ROLEMANAGER : At initialization, the CONTEXTADAPTER is required to construct
and activate the ROLEMANAGER for access to role-based functionality.
• Construct the EXPECTATIONMANAGER : At initialization, the CONTEXTADAPTER is required to
construct and activate the EXPECTATIONMANAGER to manage policy and social expectation.
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Figure 7: High-level block diagram for the CONTEXTADAPTER service.
• Load context plugins: At initialization, the CONTEXTADAPTER is also required to load needed
CONTEXTPLUGIN s. This step loads information about the external contexts. This information
includes the roles that are specified in that domain as well as initial expectations for the different
roles.
• Message routing: Finally, the CONTEXTADAPTER ensures that all key components can properly
communicate with each other.
Figure 7 shows a block-level diagram of the CONTEXTADAPTER. The following sections discuss
the major aspects of this design. Section 4.2 discusses the structure and makeup of the service, including
the integration with roles through the ROLEMANAGER (Section 4.2.1) and external contexts through the
CONTEXTPLUGIN mechanism (Section 4.2.2).
4.2.1 The ROLEMANAGER
The ROLEMANAGER is primarily responsible for the proper operation of roles. The ROLEMANAGER
contains a repository of role classes provided by the context plugins. Each of these role classes is
associated with a particular context, and is an unplayed role. When a role class is activated, it is
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instantiated and parameterized with the characteristics of the particular role assignment. This allows a role
to be played multiple times simultaneously.
4.2.1.1 Support for Roles A role is implemented as a Java class, with a role object instantiated for each
role in each known context. Each role instance provides access to role dimensions; the ROLEMANAGER
itself handles the role mechanisms.
4.2.1.2 Support for Role Dimensions The ROLEMANAGER enables support for the four role
dimensions described in Section 3.1. Each role is associated with data describing the role’s position in the
social context. The implementation currently describes the role position in terms of a five-point scale. The
position can take on one of the following values: LOWEST, LOW, NORMAL, HIGH, or HIGHEST.
These values can be used by the role mechanisms, particularly when handling role conflict, to generate a
relative rank of each role.
In addition to position information, each role is associated with a script (Schank and Abelson
1977) that enables the role to perform a function. These scripts have been used in prior work (Barnes,
Murphy, and Craighead 2005; Long et al. 2005) to enable complex robot behaviors and are suitable for
representing role functions. Section 4.2.5 provides further information on how scripts are used to
coordinate heterogeneous teams in the social contexts.
The third role dimension, expectation, is enabled through the use of an EXPECTATIONMANAGER
, which is responsible for tracking, analyzing and processing basic expectations or policies that are enabled
when certain roles are in use. The EXPECTATIONMANAGER defines a general interface for expectations,
and provides two sample implementations. The first is a simple, permissive EXPECTATIONMANAGER that
allows most role assignments. The second EXPECTATIONMANAGER is an interface to KAoS (Bradshaw
et al. 1997). When requested by the ROLEMANAGER during role lifecycle state changes, this
EXPECTATIONMANAGER queries KAoS as to whether the new state is permitted given the current
configuration of roles. This is most useful during role assignment.
The final dimension, social interaction, is not fully supported in this work. Basic social
interaction is defined by scripts. However, true social interaction must be adaptive, since heterogeneous
teams will likely be composed of human agents with differing abilities and methods of interacting. This
latter support is left for future work.
4.2.1.3 Support for Role Mechanisms The ROLEMANAGER is, in general, able to support the five role
mechanisms described in Section 3.1. The ROLEMANAGER supports the role lifecycle and allows
assignment of roles to the agent. This mechanism also allows multiple role assignment, enabling an agent
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Figure 10: Finite-State Machine showing the role lifecycle.
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Figure 11: Finite-State Machine showing the role lifecycle. Highlighted portions of the diagram represent
transitions that update expectations via the EXPECTATIONMANAGER component.
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to assume different roles, potentially across multiple contexts. As noted previously, support for the role
assignment mechanism does not guarantee that any given assignment will be successful. The role
assignment may fail, for example, if the agent is asked to play a role that conflicts with other active roles
or if the agent does not have the capability to support the desired characteristics of the role. At each role
state change, the role lifecycle mechanisms query the EXPECTATIONMANAGER as to whether the new
state is permitted. Figure 10 shows the general lifecycle state for each role, and the allowed state
transitions. The highlighted portion of Figure 11 indicates the transitions that trigger a check with the
EXPECTATIONMANAGER.
If the assignment is successful, the role lifecycle supports a role change mechanism to handle the
mechanics of sequencing, activating and deactivating the various roles. If the assignment is not successful,
however, the ROLEMANAGER mediates the role conflict. The ROLEMANAGER presently uses a simple,
priority-based-resolution mechanism where the role position is examined and the higher-priority role
wins, however this is able to use other heuristics such as affective resolution where the emotional state of
the robot can influence role selection, policy-based resolution where a context-specific set of policies
constrain role selection, or human-in-the-loop resolution where a human agent decides the role selection
and resolves conflict.
Like social interaction in Section 4.2.1.2, role taking is partially supported. Simple role taking is
enabled though in a static manner. This is through the known definition and implementation of the roles
and functions of the role. However, for agents to improve in autonomy, they must be able dynamically
modify an internal model of other agents as their knowledge of other agents increases. This latter aspect of
role taking is also left for future work.
Although the remaining two mechanisms are not presently supported, the ROLEMANAGER is
designed to be extensible to support role making, and role definition. Role making requires some form of
self-evaluation and feedback. This mechanism enables an update to the expectations associated with a role
to reflect how an agent actually plays a role. For example, the expectation for the time required for a given
role may vary from agent to agent. This mechanism would “personalize” the role. This mechanism
influences role taking, where an agent can use its knowledge of the role of other agents to predict their
overall behavior.
Finally, role definition is the construction of new roles or changing the behavior of existing roles
over time. This mechanism is presently performed by a human programmer who designs the scripts and
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behaviors that implement the role in a purely manual manner. Automation of behavior construction is still
an active area of research.
4.2.2 CONTEXTPLUGINs
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Figure 12: There are three types of external contexts considered.
A CONTEXTPLUGIN is a key component of the CONTEXTADAPTER. A CONTEXTPLUGIN
allows interaction between DFRA and an arbitrary external context through two methods. The two
methods are syntactic translation and semantic mapping.
Syntactic translation, shown in Figure 13 allows basic connectivity between the Jini-based DFRA
and the context of interest. This translation enables a communication channel between the two systems
and is entirely implementation-dependent, mapping how the two systems communicate. For example, this
layer might send messages using the Java Remote Method Protocol (JRMP) on one side and via custom
sockets on the other.
Semantic mapping, on the other hand, is concerned with the content of the messages and
translates what is being passed over the communication channel. For example, this layer might translate
DFRA method calls to specific Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems (JAUS) messages.
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Figure 13: Syntax translation enables inter-system communication.
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Figure 14: Semantic mapping translates the contents of messages.
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Depending on the context, zero, one or both methods may be used. Thus, each CONTEXTPLUGIN
can vary in complexity. Section 4.2.3 examines three such cases related to policy and Section 4.2.4
describes the messaging support required in further detail.
4.2.3 The EXPECTATIONMANAGER
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Figure 15: Context-specific expectations are propagated through the CONTEXTPLUGIN and maintained in
the EXPECTATIONMANAGER.
The EXPECTATIONMANAGER is primarily responsible for the proper tracking of expectation.
The EXPECTATIONMANAGER contains a repository of expectations that are initially set and periodically
updated by a context’s CONTEXTPLUGIN. The EXPECTATIONMANAGER is queried by the
ROLEMANAGER during role state change to provide the active set of role expectations. These expectations
are implemented in two ways: a set of key-value pairs denoting specific properties relevant to active roles
and as policies.
The use of policy provides two benefits to the discussion of the actions associated with roles.
First, policy can provide a “meta-level description” of the actions that an agent performs and can be
adjusted at run time to modify aspects of agent behavior. Second, these adjustments can be made external
to the action specification itself. Thus, in the context of roles, the functions and tasks can be specified or
even encoded in the agent construction, but policy can be used to dynamically adjust or parameterize the
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actions of the agent. The policy definition can be abstracted from the details of the behavior to describe
constraints on the agent’s action without the knowledge of how those constraints will be honored.
Unfortunately, the process of constructing and using policy is not straightforward when dealing
with arbitrary external contexts. We consider the three following special cases of external contexts and
agents, shown in Figure 15:
• External policy agents are compatible: In the simplest case, the policies defined by the external
policy agent and the policies used internally to CONTEXTADAPTER are semantically identical or
trivially converted. In this case, policy adjustments defined by the external agent are propagated
through the CONTEXTPLUGIN and transferred to the internal policy set. This case is ideal since the
computational complexity of the messaging is kept to a minimum.
• External policy agents are incompatible: When the external policies exist, but are semantically
different from the policies implemented in the CONTEXTADAPTER , then a process of semantic
mapping must occur (Long and Murphy 2005). This is a non-trivial process, and automated
semantic mapping is presently the subject of intense research by the Semantic Web community.
However, if automated mapping is unavailable, then a manual map can be constructed in the
CONTEXTPLUGIN. This case is discussed in more detail below.
• External agents do not use policies: In this context, agents in the external domain do not use
policies. However, we assume that even these agents will include some mechanism to send
messages through the context adapter, and that these messages will include some manner of
instruction detailing the desired behavior. The specific CONTEXTPLUGIN for this domain must not
only translate the message and generate the appropriate set of role messages, but it must also create
or update the appropriate policies within the CONTEXTADAPTER.
The CONTEXTPLUGIN s implemented to support the three demonstrations consist of a context
where external agents do not use policies (two contexts) and limited support for a context with a
compatible policy agent. This limited support has been demonstrated in testing, but full implementation of
this mapping is left for future work. In both cases, the CONTEXTPLUGIN is configured with a base set of
context-specific policies defined as a parameter list.
The EXPECTATIONMANAGER defines a general interface for expectations, and the work in this
dissertation provides two sample implementations. The first is a simple, permissive
EXPECTATIONMANAGER that allows most role assignments, and simply returns the role’s current
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key-value property list when queried. The second EXPECTATIONMANAGER is an interface to KAoS
(Bradshaw et al. 1997). When requested by the ROLEMANAGER during role lifecycle state changes, this
EXPECTATIONMANAGER queries KAoS as to whether the new state is permitted given the current
configuration of roles. The former EXPECTATIONMANAGER is used for the demonstration later in this
work, but the latter has been implemented to support ongoing work on a field demonstration.
4.2.4 Messaging
The CONTEXTADAPTER , using the ROLEMANAGER , EXPECTATIONMANAGER and CONTEXTPLUGIN
mechanism supports the following types of messages:
• Messages about roles: The first, and perhaps most important, type of message are those specifically
related to the key mechanisms described in Section 4.2.1.3. These messages direct the agent to
assign, activate, deactivate, relinquish, and change roles, and as such they are not directed to a
particular role, but rather to the ROLEMANAGER itself. Messages that are used to resolve inter-role
conflict also fall in this category.
• Role-specific messages: The second class of messages are those that have meaning to a particular
role. These messages typically modify or request information about some aspect of the role’s
functions, tasks or behavioral expectations.
• Role-agnostic messages: The third class of messages are role-agnostic and do not target a specific
role. Instead, these messages are used to broadcast information to all roles. This third class is most
useful for broad changes to behavioral expectation and will typically involve changes to policy that
influence how the agent performs all of its actions.
In addition, these messages also provide a communication with the robot itself, filtered through the
lens of the active roles.
4.2.5 Scripts
Scripts are currently used to handle complex behavior on individual robots, but this mechanism can be
extended to coordinate the activity of heterogeneous agents. Indeed, the original view of scripts was
intended to provide a way for an agent to understand and coordinate with others.
A script must be written from one particular role’s point of view. A customer sees a restaurant
one way, a cook sees it another way. Scripts from many perspectives are combined to form
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what might be considered the ‘whole view’ of the restaurant. Such a ‘whole view’ is rarely, if
ever, needed or called up in actual understanding, although it might well constitute what we
may consider to be one’s ‘concept’ of a restaurant. (Schank and Abelson 1977)
If they were solely concerned with coordinating actions, scripts would be little more than
finite-state automata. Scripts also define metadata that describe the context and scenario in which the
script applies (the entry conditions and props), the roles that are involved in the script, the results of the
script, the causal chain of events (or cues) that take the behavior of the script from the entry conditions to
the end result. Scripts also display a recursive nature – exceptional conditions within one script can trigger
the entry conditions of a subscript tailored to handle the problem encountered in the main script.
Scripts, like life, can have varying degrees of complexity. The most basic forms of scripts,
instrumental scripts, are notable in that they define sequences of actions but have little variability. These
scripts tend to involve few actors and are usually simple in nature. More complex scripts are known as
situational scripts, which generally have three notable characteristics: 1) the situation is well-known and
specified; 2) there are multiple actors with interdependent roles and actions; and 3) there is a shared
understanding of goals and actions. Figure 16 shows this concept visually.
Figure 16: Each teammember has a different role, but may perform team operations through a shared script.
Knowledge of the script and the roles of others allows role taking and coordinated activity.
The scripts that implement the roles for this work are primarily of the former variety, instrumental
scripts. For example, the DRONE role (below) is used for waypoint-based navigation. The script for this
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role sequences lower-level DFRA behaviors to accomplish this, but does not have interdependent action
with other roles. On the other hand, the COMMANDER role (also below), is a situational script. It
sequences the interaction of multiple interdependent roles and actors in a well-known and specified
situation and shares an understanding of the goals of the other agents (if only because it assigned the goals
in the first place).
4.3 Implemented Roles
A set of roles have been defined to support operations in three social contexts. The social contexts and a
set of demonstrations are expanded in Chapter Five. This section describes the roles in a general sense and
briefly describes the general functions and expectations of each; the specific values of context-specific
expectations are presented in the next chapter during the discussion of each demonstration scenario.
Tables describing the roles and summarizing the functions, expectations and position of each may be
found in Appendix B. Appendix C lists the implementation classes for these roles, including the scripts
that handle the role functions.
4.3.1 DRONE
The DRONE role is used for basic, waypoint-based navigation. A drone has no initiative, but is directed to
move to goals provided when the role is assigned. The following are the currently implemented functions
and expectations of the DRONE role:
• Stores a list of waypoint goals, passed in as expecations.
• Optionally uses a CARTOGRAPHER service for path planning, located through the standard DFRA
lookup mechanism. The current CARTOGRAPHER implementation generates a list of waypoints
from the robot’s location to the goal, routing around known obstacles using the Trulla algorithm
(Hughes, Tokuta, and Ranganathan 1992; Murphy, Hughes, and Noll 1996). Use of the
CARTOGRAPHER is controlled by expectation.
• The DRONE uses a MOVETOWAYPOINT service to drive to the waypoints in sequence. With no
CARTOGRAPHER, this is simply the set of waypoint goals, otherwise it includes the planned
waypoint sub-goals.
• When a goal is reached, the DRONE sends a notification listing all current goals and subgoals to
registered listeners.
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• When all goals have been reached, the DRONE sends a notification that the goals have been
completed.
• Additionally, the DRONE is sensitive to the expectation of varying levels of caution. Caution may be
NOT SET, HIGH, NORMAL, or LOW, with the levels denoting a speed 25%, 50%, 75%, or
100% of maximum, respectively. The values were chosen to exhibit a visually noticeable speed
difference in the simulation demonstration described in the next chapter.
4.3.2 COURIER
A robot playing the COURIER role is intended deliver a payload to a particular goal location. The
following are the currently implemented functions and expectations of the COURIER role:
• Stores a list of waypoint goals, passed in as expecations.
• Optionally uses a CARTOGRAPHER service for path planning, located through the standard DFRA
lookup mechanism. The current CARTOGRAPHER implementation generates a list of waypoints
from the robot’s location to the goal, routing around known obstacles using the Trulla algorithm.
Use of the CARTOGRAPHER is controlled by expectation.
• The COURIER uses a MOVETOWAYPOINT service to drive to the waypoints in sequence. With no
CARTOGRAPHER, this is simply the set of waypoint goals, otherwise it includes the planned
waypoint sub-goals.
• When a goal is reached, the COURIER sends a notification listing all current goals and subgoals to
registered listeners.
• When all goals have been reached, the COURIER sends a notification that the goals have been
completed.
• Additionally, the COURIER is sensitive to the expectation of varying levels of caution. Caution may
be NOT SET, HIGH, NORMAL, or LOW, with the levels denoting a speed 25%, 50%, 75%, or
100% of maximum, respectively. The values were chosen to exhibit a visually noticeable speed
difference in the simulation demonstration described in the next chapter.
• When the COURIER reaches the last waypoint, it is may automatically release its payload, subject to
context-specific expectation. In the simulation scenario, this has the effect of launching the payload,
a UAV.
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4.3.3 SCOUT
A robot playing the SCOUT role is intended to gather information and report this information to other
interested agents. The following are the currently implemented functions and expectations of the SCOUT
role:
• Stores a list of waypoint goals, passed in as expecations.
• Optionally uses a CARTOGRAPHER service for path planning, located through the standard DFRA
lookup mechanism. The current CARTOGRAPHER implementation generates a list of waypoints
from the robot’s location to the goal, routing around known obstacles using the Trulla algorithm.
Use of the CARTOGRAPHER is controlled by expectation.
• The SCOUT uses a MOVETOWAYPOINT service to drive to the waypoints in sequence. With no
CARTOGRAPHER, this is simply the set of waypoint goals, otherwise it includes the planned
waypoint sub-goals.
• When a goal is reached, the SCOUT sends a notification listing all current goals and subgoals to
registered listeners.
• When all goals have been reached, the SCOUT sends a notification that the goals have been
completed.
• Additionally, the SCOUT is sensitive to the expectation of varying levels of caution. Caution may be
NOT SET, HIGH, NORMAL, or LOW, with the levels denoting a speed 25%, 50%, 75%, or
100% of maximum, respectively. The values were chosen to exhibit a visually noticeable speed
difference in the simulation demonstration described in the next chapter.
• The SCOUT must also send a notification if conditions of interest are encountered. For the
simulation scenario, for example, the SCOUT sends a notification if an explosive device is found
along the pier. In the physical scenario, the SCOUT sends a notification if it encounters terrain that
causes it to deviate from a planned route. This notification updates the internal CARTOGRAPHER
maps.
4.3.4 OPERATOR
The OPERATOR is the role assumed by an agent that is using the functionality of another agent. This role
is the converse of the TELEFACTOR role, and is the role that is assumed when using another robot as a
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TELEFACTOR. There are no overt actions provided by the OPERATOR role, however the adoption of the
role may cause various interactions with other active roles. The following expectation is important:
• The desired operator type should be provided. This should be passed to the corresponding
TELEFACTOR. Possible values are PASSIVE, SHARED, or DIRECT. A further discussion of this
issue may be found in Section 3.2.
The current implementation of this role is minimal, and is primarily used as a marker role to
trigger role conflict in the demonstration scenarios. Complete implementation is left for future work.
4.3.5 TELEFACTOR
When playing the TELEFACTOR role, the robot acts as the “eyes and ears” of another agent, the
OPERATOR, and may need to provide data from an arbitrary capability of the robot. There are no overt
actions provided by the TELEFACTOR role, however the adoption of the role may interact with other active
roles. The following expectation is important:
• The desired operator type should be provided. This should be provided by the corresponding
OPERATOR. Possible values are PASSIVE, SHARED, or DIRECT. A further discussion of this
issue may be found in Section 3.2.
The current implementation of this role is minimal, and is primarily used as a marker role to
trigger role conflict in the demonstration scenarios. Complete implementation is left for future work.
4.3.6 RELAY
A communication RELAY tries to provide two (or more) agents with a stable communication link. In
general, a RELAY will move to maximize the bandwidth (or other desired characteristic) of the network
connection. For this demonstration, however, the RELAY is simply a marker role, since the UAV is not
capable of autonomous flight.
4.3.7 COMMANDER
An agent playing the COMMANDER role is responsible for directing and coordinating the overall mission.
To fulfill these responsibilities, the COMMANDER may assign, activate, deactivate or relinquish roles to
other agents. The COMMANDER has the highest social position in the simulation scenario. The
COMMANDER has the following functions and expectations:
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• The COMMANDER has the model of the overall desired scenario and takes action to direct other
agents to fulfill goals of the scenario.
• The COMMANDER uses the standard DFRA lookup and discovery mechanisms to find services on
other robots.
• The COMMANDER can assign, activate, deactivate or relinquish roles on other agents.
• The expectations for the COMMANDER consist of elements that must be sent to other roles. That is,
they are the scenario goals that are then sent as role expectations to the agent and roles that fulfill
the goals.
4.3.8 SICK
The SICK role is a special role that denotes impaired functionality. This role can relieve other obligations,
but required the sick robot to seek help. However, while assuming the SICK role can relieve or modify
expectation, it adds expectations as well. In particular, there is an expectation that the agent try to “get
well”, and if this expectation is not met, then the agent may face social sanctions. Parsons (1951,
pp. 436–439) discusses these expectations in more detail. The SICK role has been identified, but only a
skeleton implementation is provided in this work. Full definition is left for future work.
4.4 Summary
This section described the methods taken to translate the theoretical approach in Chapter Three to a
practical technical system implementation. This section first described the general framework upon which
the technical system is based. This framework, Distributed Field Robot Architecture (DFRA), was
described in Section 4.1. Then Section 4.2 presented the satisfaction of the theoretical constraints within
the context of DFRA by introducing a new robot service, the CONTEXTADAPTER that is responsible for
social-context-related activities of the robot, including roles, expectations, and the other criteria described
above. A set of additional components helped the CONTEXTADAPTER with this task. The
ROLEMANAGER handled role mechanisms and maintained the state of the active roles. The
EXPECTATIONMANAGER enabled these roles to use social expectation to modify the functions of the
role. The functions themselves are managed by a separate SCRIPTMANAGER service and are
implemented through the use of scripts from artificial intelligence. The combination of these components
implements the role model and additional constraints for this work.
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Chapter Five
Case Studies
This chapter presents the case studies and demonstrations used to support the overall research question of
this work: Can the use of social roles enable the coordinated operation of robots in a higher-order social or
team setting? These demonstrations show that the approach and implementation described in
Chapter Three and Chapter Four can be used to design and implement role-based solutions to practical
challenges. All work in this chapter was performed to support three different funded projects from the
Army Research Institute, Office of Naval Research and DARPA. There were four primary objectives for
these demonstrations:
• Demonstrate that roles can be used to coordinate heterogeneous teams of agents. This is the primary
thrust of the research question, and the key demonstration goal of the case studies.
• Demonstrate the core role dimensions: position, function and expectation.
• Demonstrate the core role mechanisms: lifecycle, taking, making, handling inter-role conflict.
• Demonstrate the addition requirements: multiple simultaneous roles, role sharing, multiple social
contexts.
Role definition is not addressed in these demonstrations, and role making is presented in the
context of a design discussion, but is not implemented. Both role making and definition involve online
learning and adaptation, and both of these areas are beyond the scope of this work. The role definition
used for these demonstrations manual definition through human-developed roles.
Three case studies and demonstration scenarios are presented in Section 5.2. The first case study
(Section 5.2.1) is solely a design scenario that describes how the learning and adaptation mechanisms that
were not tested could be applied to a heterogeneous team. This case study describes a coordinated
human-robot team designed to mimic the standard building-clearing behavior of a standard US Army fire
team. The second case study (Section 5.2.2) concerns the coordinated operation of a heterogeneous team
in a littoral environment. This demonstration uses a simulated UAV, UGV and real human operator that
coordinate to clear a port facility of explosive devices. Simulation is used to due to logistical constraints,
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and allows demonstration of core role mechanisms and dimensions in a complex coordinated scenario.
The final case study (Section 5.2.3) describes the application of roles to coordinating the interaction of a
single UGV and human operator using an OCU in an outdoor field environment. In this demonstration, the
robot is used as a remote sensing platform to discover previously-unknown terrain features. This case
study grounds the role model and implementation and shows that basic role dimensions and mechanisms
operate as designed.
5.1 Elements of a Functional Role-Based System
Chapter Three of this dissertation presented an approach to meet the above objectives. This chapter
demonstrates a subset of the role requirements due to time and equipment constraints. The role dimensions
and mechanisms that are not be met are largely concerned with learning and adaptation, which is a large
area of research in its own right. Thus that aspect of this work is left for future investigation. The
remainder of this section enumerates the role dimensions and mechanisms that will be demonstrated and
those that will not. The following role dimensions are shown in this work:
• Position is shown through use of a simple hierarchy in the role definition for basic conflict handling.
When assigning multiple roles with different positions and conflicting functions or expectations, the
higher position wins. Basic position is used in Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3 to help resolve
inter-role conflict. Section 5.2.1 shows how position is defined in a more complex,
situationally-dependent manner.
• Function is shown through statically defined SCRIPTs. On role assignment the script is loaded. On
activation, the script is started, and this script execution sequences lower-level robot behavior to
perform the role function. All three demonstrations describe or show the satisfaction of role
function.
• Expectations are supported through simple context-dependent properties. Section 5.2.2 shows how
these simple expectations can modify role function to produce different behavior through varied
expectations for the DRONE and COURIER roles in the simulation. Section 5.2.1 discusses more
advanced uses of expectation.
• Social Interaction is currently statically defined through SCRIPTS. Section 5.2.2 presents and
example of a shared role that requires coordination and interaction between multiple agents.
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Advanced applications of learning and adaptation are discussed in Section 5.2.1, but implementation
is left for future work.
The following role mechanisms are shown in this work:
• Lifecycle is controlled through the ROLEMANAGER , which assigns, activates, deactivates,
relinquishes and otherwise changes of role state on an agent. Role lifecycle is required to support all
basic role activities and is discussed or shown in all three demonstrations.
• Role Taking supports shared roles, where each actor must take the role of the other to operate
properly. In Section 5.2.2, the robot and human can share the SCOUT role to jointly identify an
unknown object.
• Role Making occurs when execution of a role on a robot updates the expectations for the role. This
is discussed in Section 5.2.1 in the context of a repeated room-clearing scenario.
• Inter-role Conflict is handled as part of the role lifecycle mechanism in the ROLEMANAGER.
Conflict may be handled in a number of ways, as mentioned in Section 4.2.1.3. However, the
demonstration described in Section 5.2.2 shows the handling of simple role conflict during the
assignment of two conflicting roles by resolving the conflict in favor of the role with a higher
position.
• Role Definition is the creation of new roles automatically through a socialization process. This final
role mechanism is left for future work.
5.2 Demonstrations
This section describes the demonstrations required to substantiate the approach in Chapter Three. There
are three types of demonstrations, corresponding directly to three contexts, that will jointly validate the
objectives. Note that the use of more than one context supports the multiple social contexts criteria. The
three demonstrations are as follows:
1. A design demonstration (Section 5.2.1) of the expected scenario and roles for the Urban Operations
context. This presents an opportunity to design a set of roles and a scenario to explore complex
coordination issues in a mixed team of humans and robots. In addition, this scenario shows how
learning and adaptation mechanisms may be incorporated into the role design. The design
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demonstration is the primary motivation for the use of roles in this work, and presents the most
comprehensive description of how roles may be used to coordinate the operation of heterogeneous
teams of agents.
2. A simulation demonstration (Section 5.2.2) of an USV and UAV along with a human operator using
an OCU for the Littoral Warfare context. This requires the use of simulation since the actual robot
hardware is presently under development. However the use of simulation allows core role
dimensions and mechanisms to be shown. This includes role position, function, and expectation, as
well as the role lifecycle, role taking, handling inter-role conflict, and role sharing.
3. A physical demonstration (Section 5.2.3) of roles in the Uncertain Terrain context to show basic role
functionality on real robots. This core functionality includes basic role function, role expectations,
role lifecycle, handling basic inter-role conflict, and multiple simultaneous roles.
The following assumptions are made on the basis of available hardware and time constraints:
• The minimum, critical role dimensions and mechanisms will be tested on real robots to affirm the
basic concepts. The ATRV-Jr robots will physically demonstrate basic role functions for the
Uncertain Terrain (UT) context.
• The demonstrations can also use substitute hardware and a simplified, simulation software
environment. The Littoral Warfare context calls for autonomy on the USV and a UAV. However,
this hardware will not be complete in time for testing of this work, and simulation can help show a
more complex interaction between agents.
• Some aspects, namely the learning and adaptation portions of this work can be left for future
research, but a design discussion can show how these aspects can be applied.
5.2.1 Role Design: Urban Operations Context
The primary motivation for introducing roles to robot systems is to approach the problem of coordinating
heterogeneous human, robot and agent teams. This coordination is fundamentally important for robots and
human team members to work in small units on constrained tasks. These tasks, such as clearing or
searching a room, require dynamic teamwork for all members of these heterogeneous teams. The level of
interaction required for dynamic teamwork, particularly between humans and artificial agents, is a difficult
problem and one that is suited to a role-based system. Since roles bind action and social expectations for
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the actions within a context, the understanding of roles can help agents reason about the behavior of other
agents and react accordingly.
The design was performed as part of a project funded by DARPA. This design applies the role
concept to the Urban Operations social context and shows how the role system described in Chapter Three
and Chapter Four can be used to provide this level of inter-agent interaction. In particular, this section
describes a set of roles that will allow a robot team to operate in the same manner as a standard US Army
fire team and can support such dynamic teamwork.
This design makes a number of assumptions that must be met before it can be implemented.
These assumptions are as follows:
• The first assumption is that each team member can recognize and interpret the actions of the other
members. For purely human or purely artificial teams, this is a tractable problem. Human teams
already do this, and artificial teams can use direct communication or sensor processing to identify
teammates. And since the robots are bound by their assigned roles and only have a limited ability to
deviate from their assigned roles, humans should be able to predict the robot actions. However,
automated recognition of human targets and recognition of the actions of humans is more difficult.
This ability is assumed in the following design. This assumption is reasonable since a first step to
alleviate this problem could be for each human to carry a small, tactical, wearable computer that
could provide necessary role and state information to the rest of the team.
• The second assumption is that the hardware to support this project in a real field environment exists.
Unfortunately, robot hardware platforms that currently exist are limited in size, payload, durability
and mobility in ways that a human is not. This design assumes that there is a robot design that could
perform all of the required actions, however, in practice the roles that a robot might actually play in
the team are limited.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.2.1.1 describes the general
scenario of interest in more detail. Section 5.2.1.2 and Section 5.2.1.3 describe the roles that have been
identified and one example scenario that uses these roles drawn from Army training manuals. Finally,
Section 5.2.1.5 closes the section and describes how the scenario relates to the role requirements identified
above.
5.2.1.1 Scenario The general scenario for the Urban Operations context is focused around combat
operations in an urban environment. This includes missions such as a team of robot and human soldiers
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clearing a building of hostile enemy forces, such as those described in (Department of the Army 2003).
However, this discussion considers the use of robots as a substitute for all or part of the team. The
room-clearing scenario is only one of many possibilities, however, it serves as a baseline “mission” for the
use of roles for coordinating robot teams in urban environments.
A standard US Army four-man fire team consists of four team members in four roles: the
RIFLEMAN, TEAMLEADER, GRENADIER, and AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN (Department of the Army 1992;
Department of the Army 2004). This team size is chosen due to size and safety constraints as larger teams
become unwieldy in indoor environments. All soldiers have standard training, but are assigned to different
roles in the team. This role assignment constrains and influences how they act in different situations.
Clearing a room in a building is one common task that might be assigned to such a fire team. This
task is assigned when the situation requires room-by-room clearing of a relatively intact building in which
both enemies and non-combatants may be located. There is increased risk to human soldiers in this
scenario, and this risk provides motivation for replacing all or part of the team with artificial systems.
There are three principles that guide this type of mission: surprise, speed and controlled action. Operating
procedures and training are designed to maximize these principles.
The operating procedures are procedural knowledge that dictates certain actions for each team
member. In return, though, this procedural knowledge allows each team member to predict the actions of
the others. The trick, then, for introducing artificial agents into this scenario is to correctly define the
functions of the roles so this procedural knowledge is not lost.
5.2.1.2 Roles Identified This section briefly describes the key roles of this scenario. The first six roles
(ROBOTSOLDIER, SQUADLEADER, RIFLEMAN, TEAMLEADER, GRENADIER, and
AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN) are influenced by the building clearing scenario described in Section 5.2.1.1 and
outlined in (Department of the Army 2003). The discussion of the roles below are intended to address the
room-clearing scenario above. These roles may also be appropriate for other missions, but the role
functions and expectations would necessarily be different during those situations.
For practical considerations outside the scope of the specific mission, additional roles will be
required. These roles, particularly the OPERATOR, TELEFACTOR, RELAY, and SICK roles are needed in
hazardous situations (e.g. SICK), or will be needed due to the use of robot systems that will need human
oversight (e.g. TELEFACTOR and OPERATOR). A description of these roles may be found in Section 4.3.
The SQUADLEADER is responsible for high-level coordination and direction of teams of agents.
These teams, called “fire teams” are standardized to consist of four team members in four roles:
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RIFLEMAN, TEAMLEADER, GRENADIER, and AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN. The functions of the
SQUADLEADER are as follows:
• The SquadLeader provides mission goals to the teams and may assign teams to complete squad
goals.
• The SQUADLEADER allocates and assigns roles to team members. To do this the SQUADLEADER
must be aware of the capabilities and status of team members. This information is updated
periodically as the teams complete portions of the assigned tasks and report their status.
• The SQUADLEADER may assign other fire teams to supporting positions.
• Other agents up the chain of command must be notified of the success or failure of the overall goals.
The discussion of these other agents and roles is beyond the scope of this scenario.
• The SQUADLEADER also provides the team members with sets of expectations. In this case, the
expectations represent the “Rules of Engagement” that modify the actions of the team.
All four team members and the SQUADLEADER share a base functionality defined by the
ROBOTSOLDIER role. This role may be considered an “abstract super-role” from which other roles are
specialized. For artificial ROBOTSOLDIERs, the functions of this role are the following:
• Procedures for how to signal, recognize and communicate with peer soldiers. If the peer is another
ROBOTSOLDIER, than these procedures can use software-based mechanisms, but if the peer team
member is a human, than the robot must be able to recognize, react and communicate in real-time.
These functions are modified by a core set of domain dependent expectations (the “Rules of
Engagement”). These expectations provide a core understanding of the situation, and can allow individual
robots to predict the actions of peers based on their understanding of the situation. These expectations may
include the following:
• Defined “no fire” areas where weapons may not be used.
• Prohibit the use of weapons unless certain conditions hold. For example, a human OPERATOR may
be required to authorize the use of force.
The TEAMLEADER is a point of communication between the SQUADLEADER and the rest of the
team. The TEAMLEADER is the second agent to enter the room during a room-clearing mission and has
the following functions in addition to those of the ROBOTSOLDIER:
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• The TEAMLEADER must monitor the state of the remainder of the team. This state is transmitted to
the SQUADLEADER when the mission goal is achieved.
The RIFLEMAN, GRENADIER, and AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN are the first, third and fourth agents
to enter a room during a room-clearing mission. All three have similar role functions in addition to the
functions common to all ROBOTSOLDIERs:
• Each team member is able to use the payload with which they are equipped. Human team members
typically carry weapons of various types, however this may or may not be appropriate for artificial
team members due to rules of engagement and safety considerations. Artificial systems may instead
carry sensors, additional armor to draw enemy attention, or some other payload.
• All ROBOTSOLDIERs must report their operational status when requested. This includes the
“health” of the system, payload status and other relevant characteristics.
The TEAMLEADER, RIFLEMAN, GRENADIER, and AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN also have the
following functions that specifically support this scenario:
• The team members must be able to approach the entry point of the room. This will use the DRONE
role defined in Section 4.3. The DRONE role inherits expectations, such as the rules of engagement,
from the higher-level role.
• The team members must synchronize activities prior to major events to ensure all agents can
properly predict the actions of others. For example, all roles must be synchronized before the first
agent enters the room.
• Each role is able to follow the standard room-entry script, modified with respect to the role of the
agent. This script delineates how the agent in each role enters the room, with respect to the previous
agent.
• Once all team members have entered the room, the TEAMLEADER can direct the other members to
different positions as needed to cover the room.
5.2.1.3 Example Scenario Timeline The following scenario, shown in Figure 17 and adapted from
(Department of the Army 2003), is a concrete example of how the above roles interact in a building- and
room-clearing scenario:
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Figure 17: Example of roles in a room-clearing scenario, with the RIFLEMAN (R), TEAMLEADER (TL),
GRENADIER (G), and AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN (AR) entering and clearing a room. (a) shows the agents
outside the room. (b) through (e) show the agents entering the room in the specified order. Cones show the
area of coverage of individual agents (Adapted from (Department of the Army 2003)).
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1. The SQUADLEADER assigns agents to an assault team and assigns the roles for the team. This
assignment is based on the state of the available agents and the needs of the mission. The
SQUADLEADER also provides the goals for the team and other expectations for the mission.
2. The team members proceed to the designated entry point. This operation uses the role specified for
each agent (RIFLEMAN, TEAMLEADER, GRENADIER, or AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN), the
ROBOTSOLDIER role to handle basic context functions. The agents will also need the DRONE role
to enable basic mobility. Figure 17a shows the four fire team members stationed outside a room.
The interior of the room is unknown.
3. The entryway is breached if necessary. A number of methods may be used depending on the type of
door to the room. The assessment is made by the TEAMLEADER and the task assigned to the
appropriate team member. In human teams, the TEAMLEADER places an demolition charge for a
explosive breach and the AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN uses his weapon to destroy the door in a ballistic
breach.
4. The team moves through the entry point in a manner designated by protocol. First, the RIFLEMAN
enters the room and moves along the “path of least resistance” to the corner of the room
(Figure 17b).
5. Then the TEAMLEADER enters the room and moves in the opposite direction (Figure 17c).
6. The GRENADIER follows, again alternating direction and stops between the RIFLEMAN and the
entry (Figure 17d).
7. Finally AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN enters as indicated in Figure 17e. Each agent must be aware of the
motion of the previous agent in order to move in the correct manner. While the figure shows the
scenario in discrete steps, in reality successive team members enter the room immediately following
the preceding member and the agents must react fluidly to unknown or changing circumstances.
8. All agents cooperate to clear the room. Human agents do this through non-verbal communication.
Robot agents have an advantage in this regard as they may communicate silently through wireless
communication.
9. Once the room is clear, the TEAMLEADER signals the SQUADLEADER that the room is clear. The
process repeats until the SQUADLEADER has completed its mission goals.
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5.2.1.4 Implementation Considerations As noted above, this design was performed as part of a project
funded by DARPA. As follow-on work will use this design to enable the desired human-robot coordinated
activity, it is important to outline how this design can be implemented. The robot software will use DFRA
and build the roles described above within the framework provided in the CONTEXTADAPTER. The
CONTEXTADAPTER and ROLEMANAGER are generic components and enable integration with other
DFRA services and implement the core role mechanisms, respectively. Context-specific modifications are
primarily made in a CONTEXTPLUGIN , and the remainder of this section discusses this in more detail,
along with additions that may be required to support the context expectations more fully.
A CONTEXTPLUGIN , described in Section 4.2.2, provides the fundamental interface between the
CONTEXTADAPTER and external agents in the social context. For this project the key external agent is a
cognitive agent developed by CHI Systems. For this scenario, the cognitive agent is capable of performing
the SQUADLEADER role, and uses the CONTEXTPLUGIN to communicate with individual robots. This
communication does not use standard DFRA messaging, but instead uses JAUS messages. The
CONTEXTPLUGIN must translate these JAUS messages and route them to the CONTEXTADAPTER ,
ROLEMANAGER , EXPECTATIONMANAGER , individual role or other service as required. The
CONTEXTPLUGIN allows the cognitive agent to build and maintain situation awareness by providing it
with system and environment state from the robot and onboard sensors.
The role description for each required role builds off of the role discussion in the above
(Section 5.2.1.2) and in the previous chapter (Section 4.3). In particular, the role position is defined by
standard military hierarchy, although this is not a total ordering. For instance, during the limited maneuver
of a ballistic breach, the AUTOMATICRIFLEMAN may be able to give a limited set of orders to the
TEAMLEADER (e.g. “Stand clear!”), but in all other situations the position is reversed.
The role functions will use SCRIPTs and the SCRIPTMANAGER. As noted in Section 4.2.5, most
current scripts are instrumental in nature. The actions of the team members in this scenario are heavily
interdependent and will require a situational script to correctly fulfill the role functions. Consider the
following description, and note that the scenario is well-known and specified, there are interdependent
actions, and a shared model of goals and actions:
The direction each man moves in should not be pre-planned unless the exact room layout is
known. Each man should go in a direction opposite the man in front of him [There are
interdependent actions]. Every team member must know the sectors and duties of each
position [There is a shared model].
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As the first man goes through the entry point, he can usually see into the far corner of the
room. He eliminates any immediate threat and continues to move along the wall if possible
and to the first corner, where he assumes a position of domination facing into the room.
The second man (team leader), entering almost simultaneously with the first, moves in the
opposite direction, following the wall and staying out of the center. The second man must
clear the entry point, clear the immediate threat area, clear his corner, and move to a
dominating position on his side of the room.
The third man (grenadier) simply goes opposite of the second man inside the room at least
one meter from the entry point and moves to a position that dominates his sector.
The fourth man (SAW gunner) moves opposite of the third man and moves to a position that
dominates his sector. [The entire scenario for each team member is specified, although
variation based on conditions is allowed.]
Adapted from (Department of the Army 2003)
These situational scripts also impact the social interaction component of each role. The scripts
define how each team member is supposed to interact, but real-world events may interfere and change the
actual interactions. For certain types of events, such as temporary communication failures or
environmental situations that constrain or require action, this difference must be accommodated through
dynamic, reactive adaptation. For example, during room entry, a team member may need to alter its route
to avoid obstacles, triggering delays in the entry of successive team members. As one-time events, these
can be processed and forgotten. However, a building-clearing mission is really a sequence of
room-clearing scenarios and there is a potential for longer-term learning, particularly to adapt the general
script with expectations of the actions of other team members. For example, “The GRENADIER was late
getting into position in the last two rooms, so don’t worry about a late completion notification in the next
room”.
5.2.1.5 Discussion The scenario is standard procedure for human teams, and serves as a baseline
measure of how high-level social coordination may occur in teams of artificial agents. Because the roles
are mapped in a direct correlation with human roles in the same scenario. It should be possible to
interchange human and artificial team members in a manner that requires less adjustment than developing
a human-robot team from scratch.
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The room-clearing scenario, through its repetitive nature, offers an opportunity to implement role
making. At the end of each room cleared, each agent reports its state to the TEAMLEADER and
SQUADLEADER. In particular, each agent is re-evaluated on its ability to play certain roles based on past
performance in that role and its ability to play the role when roles are reassigned and new goals for a new
room are assigned. This suggests two characteristics that are important for role making: longevity of
systems and repetition of roles.
Fault tolerance and adaptability will be key for the roles in this context, particularly because the
environment is complex and chaotic. The chance of a member of the team suffering damage is higher due
to close quarters indoors and the possible addition of some form of weaponry to the robots. This implies
that the SICK role will be particularly necessary, and the roles of the other involved agents must be able to
account for damaged robots. For example, the functions of the roles on a team may change more
significantly if the TEAMLEADER is damaged than if the GRENADIER is damaged, however in either case
the other team members must adapt to the new configuration.
Section 5.2.3 and Section 5.2.2 have shown that roles and role dimensions and mechanisms can
coordinate the operations of heterogeneous teams. This section extends those results with a discussion of
how roles may be applied to a new domain, Urban Operations. This section then presented a plausible
scenario based on current operating procedures for military units clearing a building and shows how robot
may be used for the same task. Finally, while the implementation of role learning and adaptation is beyond
the scope of this work, this design demonstration shows how this can be incorporated into a working role
system through the use of a final role mechanism, role making.
5.2.2 Simulation Demonstration: Littoral Warfare Context
The previous section described an ideal usage of roles for coordinating heterogeneous teams. However, it
could not be implemented due to time constraints and the other assumptions listed in the previous section.
However, it is necessary to test the role-based system and demonstrate that it is able to successfully
coordinate a heterogeneous team. This section describes the second, simulated, demonstration of this
work.
The simulation was performed as part of a project funded by the Office of Naval Research. This
simulation applies the role concept to the Littoral Warfare social context and has the objective of
validating key role dimensions and mechanisms. The scenario requires an USV, an UAV and a human
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operator using an MC OCU, and satisfies the following demonstration objectives: role position, function,
expectation, role lifecycle, role taking, handling inter-role conflict, and role sharing.
A
B
D
E
C
G
F
Figure 18: Scenario overview for the simulation demonstration in the LW context. The USV begins at
A carrying the UAV. The USV proceeds to B, where the UAV is launched. The USV continues to C
and then begins scouting towards F, but encounters an anomaly at D. The USV then shares the scouting
responsibilities with the human operator until E, when the USV is returned to full autonomy. F completes
the scouting mission and the USV returns to base at G. Satellite image courtesy of Google Earth.
5.2.2.1 Scenario The LW context utilizes a combination of unmanned surface, aerial, and ground
vehicles operating to secure a port facility. The surface and aerial vehicles coordinate to detect mines and
intruders along a pier, while the ground vehicles, aerial vehicles and humans cooperate to secure a dock
area. In addition to the physical agents, human operators in a control station interact with the robots and
direct overall operations from a command tent.
The simulation uses the Yet Another Robot Simulator (YARS) simulation environment
(Craighead b), a domain-specific simulation built using the SARGE game learning environment
(Craighead a). This simulator is build using the Unity3D game engine, which includes the Ageia physX
physics engine. This allows a physics-based 3D model of the environment to be built, and robots simulated
in this environment can interact in the world with a higher degree of fidelity than most robot simulators.
YARS fits the criteria for a class C robot simulator (Craighead et al. 2007).
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Figure 19: The difference between the software that interacts with real hardware and simulation. (a) shows
the case of DFRA software on a real robot. (b) shows the case of DFRA software interacting with the
simulation. The key difference is the low-level software; the drivers for sensors, effectors and schemas are
different between reality and simulation, higher-level functionality can operate unchanged.
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The simulation used for this scenario is primarily focused at a high, cognitive level, and thus most
physics-level details can be abstracted out. For example, the UAV does not need to fly in a completely
realistic manner since the relevant aspect of the simulation is that it is assigned a particular role, not that it
occupies a particular location in space. Figure 19 shows the differences between operating in this
simulation environment and on a real robot. The CONTEXTADAPTER is a high-level deliberative service
and does not directly use any reactive components.
The simulator was constructed to match the real world as closely as feasible. The following five
points influenced this simulation:
• The simulated location was constructed using satellite maps and is an analogue to the actual
physical location.
• The UAV and USV have been modeled to the scale and proportions of the completed robot
hardware.
• The sensors provide data that is similar to that of real hardware in the same location. For example,
the laser rangefinder provides range readings that would be similar to real rangefinder readings. This
allows much of the robot software running the simulation to be unchanged from real robot to
simulation. Figure 19 shows the difference between the software as it executes on real hardware and
the software that interacts with the simulation.
• Part of the physics model is only loosely based on reality. For example, the effects of the water,
waves and tide are only approximate, and a real USV would likely move in a different manner. This
would be important if the goal of this work were to build a correct USV control model, however the
high-level scripts and roles are interested in whether the USV can reach its goals, not that it does so
in the most optimal manner.
• The detecting of anomalies and the flight of the UAV are completely simulated. The UAV simply
flies above the USV and neither provides any data nor processes any user input. Likewise, the
simulation simply sets a flag if the USV is within a threshold distance (set to 8 meters) of an
explosive device. This is an abstraction of a perceptual schema processing video images that is not
relevant to this work. Such a schema has been demonstrated in (Long et al. 2005).
The simulated scenario uses a single USV, a single UAV, and a human operator at a MC OCU.
The USV runs the following set of ten services defined through DFRA:
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• A CARTOGRAPHER service holds an a priori map of the environment, and can use this map in
conjunction with a Trulla-based path planner to generate a route to a given location.
• A MOVETOWAYPOINT behavior receives a waypoint and moves to this waypoint while avoiding
obstacles.
• A DRIVEEFFECTOR service that uses the USV drive thrusters to move the vehicle.
• A complement of sensors: HEADINGSENSOR, GPSSENSOR, IMUSENSOR,
LASERRANGESENSOR, and ANOMALYSENSOR. These sensors provide data to higher-level
behaviors and scripts.
• The SCRIPTMANAGER is responsible for runtime management of scripts, including script lifecycle
and event management.
• The CONTEXTADAPTER , which is responsible for proper role management according to the
approach in Chapter Three, and is described in Chapter Four. The CONTEXTPLUGIN for the LW
context the CONTEXTADAPTER defines five roles for the USV: DRONE, COURIER, SCOUT,
TELEFACTOR and SICK.
The UAV and MC OCU are simpler. The UAV defines two services, as does the MC OCU. The
UAV defines a SCRIPTMANAGER and CONTEXTADAPTER. The UAV is entirely controlled by the
simulation environment, so these two services act as a placeholder or proxy for the vehicle. Since the
hardware UAV has no onboard processing, this abstraction is actually no different than the system setup
that will be run for the physical demonstration in June of 2007. The CONTEXTPLUGIN for the LW context
on the UAV’s CONTEXTADAPTER defines two roles: RELAY and SICK.
The MC OCU runs the operator control GUI and runs the same complement of DFRA services
that the UAV does: a SCRIPTMANAGER and CONTEXTADAPTER. The CONTEXTPLUGIN for the LW
context on the MC OCU’s CONTEXTADAPTER defines four roles: OPERATOR, COMMANDER, SCOUT
and SICK. The MC OCU in the COMMANDER role is the primary control source for the mission. The
COMMANDER is responsible for coordinating the roles of the other agents.
Figure 20 shows the hardware setup for this demonstration. The software for the SARGE
simulation, MC OCU, USV and UAV each ran on a separate computer connected via a network. Services,
particularly the CONTEXTADAPTER s, on MC OCU, USV and UAV were in direct communication, but
only the USV was directly connected to the simulation. This choice of hardware configuration was made
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Figure 20: The figure shows the hardware configuration for the simulation scenario. Four machines were
used during the simulation. A dedicated PC was used for each of the UAV, USV and MC OCU to mimic
the expected configuration during future work. The simulation itself ran on a laptop computer. Only the
USV communicated directly with the simulation.
to facilitate future work, where software for each robot will execute on the onboard computer and the MC
OCU will be run from a command station.
5.2.2.2 Roles Used There are six roles used in this scenario by the USV, UAV, and MC OCU: DRONE,
SCOUT, RELAY, COURIER TELEFACTOR, OPERATOR, and COMMANDER. The core functions of these
roles are described in Section 4.3, however the LW context expectations are as follows.
The USV has the largest set of available roles. The DRONE functions revolve around simple
movement to defined waypoints. The expectations for the LW context are the following: the DRONE
should use the local CARTOGRAPHER service to plan its route to each goal; it can move as fast as is
needed. In the SCOUT role the robot is subject to the following expectations: the SCOUT must halt and
send a notification if an anomaly is detected; it must use high caution when moving; it should use the
CARTOGRAPHER for route planning. As a COURIER the robot must obey the following expectations: the
COURIER should release its payload when the final waypoint is reached; it must move with normal
caution; it should use the CARTOGRAPHER for route planning. On the USV, neither the TELEFACTOR nor
the SICK roles are subject to additional constraints.
The roles for the MC OCU are subject to the following expectations. As a COMMANDER the MC
OCU is responsible for the overall mission. For the simulation scenario, the expectations consist of a set of
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waypoints that must be passed to the USV as a DRONE, SCOUT or COURIER. As an OPERATOR, the MC
OCU is subject to the following expectation: the OPERATOR should interact with the robot in a shared
mode that allows the OPERATOR control of the robot but does not subsume low-level obstacle avoidance.
Neither the SCOUT role nor the SICK role use any additional expectations.
Finally, as both of the roles available to the UAV are marker roles and are not associated with any
particular actions, neither the RELAY role nor the SICK role have any additional associated expectations.
5.2.2.3 Scenario Timeline Figure 21 shows a timeline of the role changes throughout this scenario,
extracted from the runtime logging of events by the services on the MC OCU, USV, and UAV. The
remainder of this section discusses this timeline in detail, and Figure 5.2.2.4 through Figure 35 show
relevant images from the SARGE simulation and role visualizations from the MC OCU GUI. A note about
the role-visualization images is in order. Each diagram shows the role state of each agent. A concentric
circle is drawn around each agent when a role is either assigned or active. Assigned roles are drawn in
orange, while active roles are displayed in green. When multiple roles are assigned to an agent, the higher
position role is drawn outside a lower position role. If the position is equal, then the order of rings is
arbitrary. The grey arcs shown in the figures show influence. The agent or role at the end of the arc labeled
with a circle is responsible for the role action at the unadorned end. Certain actions in the figures may
appear slightly different than expected for three reasons. First, due to the distributed nature of the scenario,
notifications from different agent may appear out of order. Second, the recursive nature of some role
operations displays the same effect. Third, if notifications of multiple events are received in close
succession, the GUI update will show the most recent valid state and will discard intermediate events.
The human operator is able to interact with both the USV and UAV to monitor, assign and
otherwise interact with the roles on both simulated robots. All three agents initially start with no role
assignments and are not associated with any social context. As the CONTEXTADAPTER on each agent
initializes, each agent joins the LW context. For the MC OCU, this has the effect of automatically
assigning the COMMANDER role to the MC OCU. Figure 23a shows the role assignments at the start of the
scenario. At this stage, the UAV begins with no role assignment, the USV begins with no role assignment,
and the MC begins assigned to the COMMANDER role. The mission begins when the COMMANDER role
activates on the MC OCU. The CONTEXTPLUGIN for the LW context is configured to do this through two
routes. The first is DFRA-based, where a request for activation is sent through to the CONTEXTADAPTER.
The second is a request from the external social context through the CONTEXTPLUGIN. For this scenario,
the activation of the COMMANDER role is triggered by human operator through the OCU GUI
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(Figure 23b). This stage of the demonstration shows the role lifecycle as the COMMANDER changes role
state.
The activation of the COMMANDER starts the role’s primary function of managing the activities
of the other agents in the scenario. The COMMANDER first assigns and activates the COURIER role on the
USV (Figure 23c and Figure 23d). As the COURIER role is assigned, it assigns the RELAY role to the
USV. Following this assignment, the COURIER activates. This is an example of the recursive nature of
these interactions causing unexpected effects in the GUI. The assignment of the COURIER role on the
USV causes the assignment of the RELAY role on the UAV. However, the assignment of the RELAY must
complete before the assignment of the COURIER is finished. In Figure 23c the GUI has updated to show
the RELAY assignment before the notification of the COURIER has been received. The next update
(Figure 23d) has received the assignment and activation notifications for the COURIER simultaneously and
only shows the final valid state. This stage of the demonstration shows the role lifecycle and the effects of
role function.
The USV then proceeds following the functions of the COURIER role, transporting the UAV to a
location designated by the MC. At this stage, the USV is in the COURIER (active), the human is in the role
of COMMANDER (active), and the UAV is in the RELAY (assigned) role. The active roles follow their
defined function and are subject to the role expectations.
When the USV reaches the final waypoint goal of the COURIER role, it obeys the expectation that
it launch the UAV, and immediately activates the RELAY role on the UAV and deactivates the COURIER
role (Figure 25a). The COMMANDER is notified of the role state changes, and has the USV relinquish the
COURIER role (Figure 25b). The COMMANDER then assigns and activates the DRONE role on the USV
(Figure 25c) and sets expectations denoting the desired waypoint goals. Figure 24 shows both robots
through the SARGE simulation. This stage continues to show the role lifecycle, functions, and
expectations modifying role behavior.
In Figure 26, the USV has reached the final waypoint goal of the DRONE role. The
COMMANDER is notified of the role state changes, and has the USV deactivate the DRONE role
(Figure 27a). Next, the COMMANDER has the USV relinquish the DRONE role (Figure 27b) and assigns it
to the SCOUT role. Lastly, the COMMANDER activates the SCOUT role on the USV, which begins to
cautiously investigate the seawall (Figure 27c). Once again, this is an example of role lifecycle, functions,
and expectations modifying role behavior.
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At this point in the scenario, the USV is in the role of SCOUT (active), the role of the UAV is a
RELAY (active) and the MC OCU is in the role of COMMANDER (active).
As the scouting mission continues, an anomaly is detected. As per expectation, the USV SCOUT
notifies the COMMANDER and MC OCU of the event. In turn, the MC assigns the OPERATOR role to
itself. After assignment, the MC activates the OPERATOR role. As part of the OPERATOR role assignment,
the OPERATOR assigns the TELEFACTOR role to the USV. This triggers a conflict between the SCOUT and
TELEFACTOR, which is resolved based on role priority before the TELEFACTOR role assignment
completes. This resolution deactivates the SCOUT role on the USV (Figure 29a). This stage of the
scenario, shows multiple roles on an agent, role function, role lifecycle, the use of role expectation, and
handling inter-role conflict through role position.
The MC then activates OPERATOR, which then in turn activates the TELEFACTOR role on the
USV. The OPERATOR assigns itself the SCOUT role, taking over and sharing the role with the USV. This
finally assigns and activates the DRONE role on the USV to fill the mobility expectation of the MC SCOUT
role. The OPERATOR then has control of the USV and may then investigate the anomaly, making a
decision as to whether it is dangerous or not (Figure 29b and Figure 28a). This stage of the scenario, shows
multiple roles on an agent, role function, role lifecycle, the use of role expectation, role sharing with the
MC performing the cognitive aspects of the SCOUT role and the USV the physical extension of the human.
After completing the diagnosis (Figure 28b), the OPERATOR, SCOUT, TELEFACTOR, and
DRONE are deactivated and relinquished (Figure 29c). The MC then reactivates the SCOUT role on the
USV and the scouting mission resumes (Figure 29d). USV is now in the role of the SCOUT (active), MC
OCU is in the role of the COMMANDER (active), and the UAV is still in the role of the RELAY (active).
The USV completes the SCOUT role. The MC in the COMMANDER role receives this notification
and deactivates the SCOUT role on the USV (Figure 31a, Figure 31b). Figure 5.2.2.4 shows the SARGE
simulation at this point. Next, the COMMANDER assigns and activates the DRONE role on the USV with
the expectation that the USV will return to the “base”, in this case the initial starting location (Figure 33a).
Finally, Figure 5.2.2.4 shows the simulation as the USV reaches the last goal waypoint in the
DRONE role. The mission ends as the COMMANDER deactivates and relinquishes the RELAY role on the
UAV and the DRONE role on the USV (Figure 35a).
5.2.2.4 Summary Figure 21 shows a timeline of role events constructed from logging data generated on
the USV, UAV and MC during an execution of the scenario. This timeline and underlying data validates
that the implementation of the CONTEXTADAPTER , ROLEMANAGER , EXPECTATIONMANAGER and
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SCRIPTMANAGER operate as designed for this scenario. This entire simulation scenario has shown the
following role mechanisms, dimensions, and other criteria:
• Role position was shown when used to resolve inter-role conflict during the assignment of the
TELEFACTOR role to the USV.
• Role function and expectation were consistently shown through the successful completion of the
various roles. Role expectation modified the speed of the USV and triggered the release of the UAV
at the completion of the COURIER role and triggered the notification of the COMMANDER regarding
the detected anomaly in the SCOUT role.
• Role lifecycle was consistently exercised to support all of the base role activities.
• The use of multiple roles was shown in several instances with the USV supporting the DRONE and
TELEFACTOR roles, and the MC OCU playing the COMMANDER, OPERATOR, and SCOUT roles
simultaneously.
• Finally, role sharing was evidenced when the human and robot shared the SCOUT role, with the
human providing the anomaly identification and the robot the physical action.
This section has presented the simulation demonstration used to show the utility of the role
system. This demonstration shows eight of the key role dimensions and mechanisms: role functions, role
expectations, the role lifecycle through the changing roles on the various agents of the course of the
simulation, role taking supporting role sharing of the SCOUT role between two agents, handling inter-role
conflict using the role position to resolve conflict, and multiple concurrent roles. That the role functions
work is shown by the successful completion of the demonstration scenario. That is, the behaviors and
tasks associated with each of the roles were executed at the proper times and produced the desired
behavior on the robot. Multiple concurrent roles are shown by the assignment of the TELEFACTOR and
DRONE or SCOUT roles on the UGV during the mission. In addition, the assignment of multiple roles
requires the use of the inter-role conflict mechanism to determine whether the role functions conflict.
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Figure 22: The view of the USV at the start of the scenario through the SARGE simulator.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 23: The start of the simulation scenario. (a) shows the role assignment to the three agents at the
start of the simulation; (b) shows the activation of the COMMANDER role; (c) shows the assignment of the
RELAY role; (d) shows the activation of the COURIER role.
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Figure 24: The COURIER to DRONE transition with the assignment of the RELAY role on the UAV, viewed
through the SARGE simulation.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 25: The COURIER to DRONE transition with the assignment of the RELAY role to the UAV. (a)
shows the RELAY role assignment to UAV; (b) shows the deactivation and relinquishing of the COURIER
role on the USV; (c) shows the assignment of the DRONE role on the USV; (d) shows the activation of the
DRONE role.
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Figure 26: The DRONE to SCOUT role transition on the USV, viewed through the SARGE simulation.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 27: The DRONE to SCOUT role transition on the USV. (a) shows the deactivation of the DRONE
role on the USV; (b) shows the relinquishing of the DRONE role on the USV; (c) shows the assignment and
activation of the SCOUT role on the USV.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 28: An anomaly has been detected during the scouting mission, shown in the SARGE simulator and
operator GUI. (a) shows the SARGE simulator view; (b) shows an operator GUI element prompting for
identification.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 29: An anomaly has been detected during the scouting mission. (a) shows the OPERATOR role
assignment to the MC and TELEFACTOR assignment to the USV; (b) shows the role activation of the
OPERATOR and TELEFACTOR roles, with cascaded activation of the DRONE on the USV and SCOUT on
the MC. This starts the sharing of the SCOUT role between the two agents; (c) shows the deactivation and
relinquishing of the DRONE and TELEFACTOR roles on the USV and the SCOUT and OPERATOR roles on
the MC, ending the role sharing; (d) shows the reactivation of the SCOUT role.
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Figure 30: The completion of SCOUT role on the USV, shown through the SARGE simulator.
(a)
(b)
Figure 31: The completion of SCOUT role on the USV. (a) shows the deactivation of the SCOUT role on
the USV; (b) shows the relinquishing of the SCOUT role on the USV.
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Figure 32: The reassignment of DRONE role on the USV to return to the starting position and complete the
mission, shown through the SARGE simulator.
(a)
Figure 33: The reassignment of DRONE role on the USV to return to the starting position and complete the
mission. (a) shows the assignment and activation of the DRONE role on the USV.
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Figure 34: The DRONE USV has returned to the starting position and completed the mission, shown through
the SARGE simulator.
(a)
Figure 35: The DRONE USV has returned to the starting position and completed the mission. (a) shows
that the all roles on the USV and UAV have been relinquished.
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5.2.3 Physical Demonstration: Uncertain Terrain Context
The final demonstration is a physical experiment with the objective of validating basic role dimensions and
mechanisms on real robots. The scenario for this demonstration is simple, only requiring a single robot
and human operator. As it is simple, it is an ideal method to show the effectiveness of basic role elements.
The demonstration was performed as part of a project funded by the Army Research Institute.
This physical demonstration applies the role concept to the Uncertain Terrain social context and has the
objective of demonstrating core role dimensions and mechanisms. The scenario requires an UGV and a
human operator using an Mission Commander OCU, and satisfies the following demonstration objectives:
function, expectation, role lifecycle, multiple roles, and basic handling of inter-role conflict.
Section 5.2.3.1 summarized the scenario that will serve as a framework for the demonstration,
while Section 5.2.3.2 lists the roles needed to complete the scenario. Finally, Section 5.2.3.4 summarizes
the section.
OCU
UGV
A D
B
C
Figure 36: Scenario overview for physical demonstration in the Uncertain Terrain context. Satellite image
courtesy of Google Earth.
5.2.3.1 Scenario The UT context involves a robot exploring an unknown environment at the direction
of human operators or a cognitive software agent. The robots provide sensory and terrain information by
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using sensing and mobility capabilities, and have the ability to plan local paths based on high-level
directives from other agents.
Figure 36 shows a high-level diagram of the goal of the scenario. First, the UGV drives to the
start of the mission area, from location A to location B in the diagram. Then it performs its main task,
scouting the target area and generating new information about the physical location. This is represented by
the path from location B to location C in the diagram. Finally, upon completion of the mission, the UGV
returns to base along the path between location C and location D. All role changes on the UGV are
directed by the OCU (not shown on the diagram). The OCU tracks and monitors all role state changes and
directs the robot through its task. Section 5.2.3.3 presents a trace from a sample run, showing the role
changes over time.
The external social context consists of a cognitive software agent which provides access to terrain
analysis and planning tools and provides directives to the robot. As the goal of this work is to show the
efficacy of roles for the coordination of heterogeneous teams, this demonstration will focus on the
coordination of roles between a single robot and the robot operator.
This scenario utilized a single ATRV-Jr robot and a human operator stationed at an OCU. The
robot has four wheels that are driven by two independent motors and sufficient ground clearance for
outdoor operations in tame environments. The robot has a Linux-based PC with a 1 GHz PIII processor
and 2 Gb of Random-Access Memory (RAM), running RedHat Linux 9.x. The onboard computer includes
10 auxiliary serial ports, firewire and USB to accommodate sensors and other equipment. The robots are
capable of locally running any software that will run on a standard PC and are accessible via 802.11b
wireless Ethernet.
The robot are equipped with a set of four sensors used for this demonstration: a SICK LMS 200
scanning planar laser and digital compass mounted on the front of the vehicle, an inertial gyroscope and
Garmin Global Positioning System (GPS) mounted on the center-top equipment rack. The gyroscope,
GPS, compass, and internal odometry provide robot localization, while the laser rangefinder provides
obstacle detection.
The OCU was operated on a Macintosh MacBook laptop computer with a 2GHz Intel Core Duo 2
processor and 1 Gb of RAM. The laptop ran operator control software that allowed monitoring the roles of
both the operator and the robot. The laptop was also connected to the same wireless Ethernet as the robot,
allowing direct communication.
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The physical scenario uses a single UGV and a human operator at a MC OCU. The UGV runs the
following set of thirteen services defined through DFRA:
• A CARTOGRAPHER service holds an apriori map of the environment, and can use this map in
conjunction with a Trulla-based path planner to generate a route to a given location. The
CARTOGRAPHER also updates this map based on dynamically discovered changes in the
environment.
• A MOVETOWAYPOINT behavior receives a waypoint and moves to this waypoint while avoiding
obstacles.
• A DRIVEEFFECTOR service that uses the USV drive thrusters to move the vehicle.
• A complement of sensors: HEADINGSENSOR, GPSSENSOR, ODOMETRYSENSOR, and
LASERRANGESENSOR. These sensors provide data to higher-level schemas and behaviors.
• A LASERFILTERSCHEMA to clean noisy rangefinder data; a SELFPOSESCHEMA that generates
pose information from compass, GPS and odometry data; two services to set and find the distance
and direction to a static waypoint goal.
• The SCRIPTMANAGER is responsible for runtime management of scripts, including script lifecycle
and event management.
• The CONTEXTADAPTER , which is responsible for proper role management according to the
approach in Chapter Three, as is described in Chapter Four. The CONTEXTPLUGIN for the UT
context the CONTEXTADAPTER defines three roles for the UGV: DRONE, SCOUT and
TELEFACTOR.
The MC OCU runs the operator control GUI and runs the SCRIPTMANAGER and
CONTEXTADAPTER DFRA services. The CONTEXTPLUGIN for the UT context on the MC OCU’s
CONTEXTADAPTER defines one role: OPERATOR. The MC OCU in the OPERATOR role is the primary
control source for the mission. The OPERATOR is responsible for coordinating the roles of the itself and
the UGV.
5.2.3.2 Roles Used There are four roles used in this scenario by the UGV and OCU: DRONE, SCOUT,
TELEFACTOR, and OPERATOR. The core functions of these roles are described in Section 4.3, however
the UT context expectations are as follows.
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The UGV has the largest set of available roles. The DRONE functions revolve around simple
movement to defined waypoints. The expectations for the UT context are the following: the DRONE
should use the local CARTOGRAPHER service to plan its route to each goal; it can move as fast as is
needed. In the SCOUT role the robot is subject to the following expectations: the SCOUT must halt and
send a notification if an anomaly is detected; it must use high caution when moving; it should use the
CARTOGRAPHER for route planning. The SCOUT role does not have any additional role expectations.
The role for the OCU is subject to the following expectations. As the OPERATOR for the mission,
the OCU is responsible for the overall mission. The OPERATOR has the following expectations: a set of
waypoints that must be passed to the UGV when the vehicle is a DRONE or SCOUT; the OPERATOR
should interact with the robot in a passive mode that allows the OPERATOR to observe and direct the robot
at a high level, but does not allow direct intervention.
5.2.3.3 Scenario Execution Figure 37 shows a timeline of the role changes throughout this scenario,
extracted from the runtime logging of events by the services on the MC OCU and UGV. The remainder of
this section discusses this timeline in detail, and Figure 38 through Figure 45 show relevant images of the
UGV and role visualizations from the MC OCU GUI. A note about the role visualization images is in
order. Each diagram shows the role state of each agent. A concentric circle is drawn around each agent
when a role is either assigned or active. Assigned roles are drawn in orange, while active roles are
displayed in green. When multiple roles are assigned to an agent, the higher position role is drawn outside
a lower position role. If the position is equal, then the order of rings is arbitrary. The grey arcs shown in
the figures show influence. The agent or role at the end of the arc labeled with a circle is responsible for
the role action at the unadorned end. Certain actions in the figures may appear slightly different than
expected for third reasons. First, due to the distributed nature of the scenario, notifications from different
agent may appear out of order. Second, the recursive nature of some role operations displays the same
effect. Third, if notifications of multiple events are received in close succession, the GUI update will show
the most recent valid state and will discard intermediate events.
The human operator is able to interact with the UGV to monitor, assign and otherwise interact
with the roles on the physical robot. Both the UGV and the MC OCU initially start with no role
assignments and are not associated with any social context. As the CONTEXTADAPTER on each agent
initializes, each agent joins the UT context. For the MC OCU, this has the effect of automatically
assigning the OPERATOR role to the MC OCU. Before this assignment completes, the OPERATOR assigns
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the TELEFACTOR role to the UGV. Figure 38 shows the exterior view of the UGV and Figure 39a shows
the role assignments at the start of the scenario.
The scenario begins when the MC OCU activates the OPERATOR role. The CONTEXTPLUGIN
for the UT context on the MC OCU is configured to do this through two routes. The first is DFRA-based,
where a request for activation is sent through to the CONTEXTADAPTER. The second is a request from the
external social context through the CONTEXTPLUGIN. For this scenario, the activation of the OPERATOR
role is triggered by a human through the OCU GUI (Figure 39b). The OPERATOR activates the
TELEFACTOR role on the UGV. The activation of the mission with a command from the external cognitive
agent through the CONTEXTPLUGIN was shown in a similar demonstration on April 25, 2006. This stage
of the demonstration shows the role lifecycle as the OPERATOR and TELEFACTOR changes role state.
Next, the OPERATOR assigns and activates the DRONE role on the UGV (Figure 39c), setting
social expectations and waypoint goals for the role. The UGV is now playing the DRONE and
TELEFACTOR roles, while the MC OCU is in the role of OPERATOR. At this stage, the scenario has shown
multiple simultaneous roles, trivial processing of inter-role conflict (no conflict case), role functions, basic
role expectations, and role lifecycle management.
The UGV then reaches the final waypoint goal specified by the DRONE role. The MC deactivates
the DRONE and has the UGV relinquish the role Figure 41a and Figure 41b. The OPERATOR assigns and
activates the SCOUT role on the UGV and sets social expectations and waypoint goals for the role
(Figure 41c). Figure 40 shows an external view of the robot as it begins the SCOUT role. The UGV is now
playing the SCOUT and TELEFACTOR roles, while the MC OCU is in the role of OPERATOR.
As the UGV completes the scouting mission specified by the SCOUT role, the OPERATOR
deactivates the SCOUT and has the UGV relinquish the role (Figure 43a and Figure 43b). Subsequently,
the OPERATOR assigns and activates the DRONE role on the UGV and sets social expectations and
waypoint goals for the role to return to the starting area (Figure 43c). Figure 42 shows an external view of
the robot at this point in time. The UGV is again playing the DRONE and TELEFACTOR roles, while the
MC OCU is still in the role of OPERATOR.
To complete the scenario, the UGV reaches the last of the waypoint goals specified by the
DRONE role. The MC OCU then deactivates the DRONE and has the UGV relinquish the role (Figure 45a
and Figure 45b). Figure 45b shows a view from the GUI at the end of the physical demonstration. Note
that at the robot SCOUT has mapped previously-unknown terrain, shown in orange at the upper right of the
larger central map.
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5.2.3.4 Summary Figure 37 shows timeline of role events constructed from logging data generated on
the UGV and MC during an execution of the scenario. This timeline and underlying data validates that the
implementation of the CONTEXTADAPTER , ROLEMANAGER , EXPECTATIONMANAGER and
SCRIPTMANAGER operate as designed for this scenario. This entire simulation scenario has shown the
following role mechanisms, dimensions, and other criteria:
• A trivial case of inter-role conflict was handled during the assignment of the DRONE and
TELEFACTOR. No conflict was detected and no work needed to be done.
• Role function was consistently shown through the successful completion of the various roles. Role
expectation modified the speed of the UGV and modified the DRONE and SCOUT role with
waypoint goals, but was more strongly shown in the simulation scenario.
• Role lifecycle was consistently exercised to support all of the base role activities.
• The use of multiple roles was shown in several instances with the UGV supporting the
DRONE/SCOUT and TELEFACTOR roles.
• The demonstration of roles in both the LW and UT contexts shows how roles can be used in multiple
domains. The DRONE role and it SCRIPT implementation is exactly the same for both contexts.
This section has presented the physical demonstration used to show the core functionality of the
role system as it has been developed. This demonstration shows three of the key role dimensions and
mechanisms: role functions, role expectations, handling inter-role conflict, and multiple concurrent roles.
That the role functions work is shown by the successful completion of the demonstration scenario. That is,
the behaviors and tasks associated with each of the roles were executed at the proper times and produced
the desired behavior on the robot. Multiple concurrent roles are shown by the assignment of the
TELEFACTOR and DRONE or SCOUT roles on the UGV during the mission. In addition, the assignment of
multiple roles requires the use of the inter-role conflict mechanism to determine whether the role functions
conflict.
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Figure 38: The start of the physical scenario showing the external view of the physical ATRV-Jr robot.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 39: The start of the physical scenario. (a) shows the role assignment to the two agents at the start of
the simulation; (b) shows the assignment and activation of the OPERATOR role on theMC and TELEFACTOR
role on the UGV; (c) shows the assignment and activation of the DRONE role.
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Figure 40: External view of the UGV as it begins the SCOUT role in the physical scenario.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 41: The UGV begins the SCOUT role in the physical scenario. (a) shows the deactivation of the
DRONE role on the UGV; (b) shows the UGV relinquishing the DRONE role at the request of the OPERA-
TOR; (c) shows the assignment and activation of the SCOUT role.
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Figure 42: External view of the UGV as it finishes the scouting mission and returns to base in the physical
scenario.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 43: The UGV finishes the scouting mission and returns to base in the physical scenario. (a) shows
the deactivation of the SCOUT role on the UGV; (b) shows the UGV relinquishing the SCOUT role at the
request of the OPERATOR; (c) shows the assignment and activation of the DRONE role to return to base.
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Figure 44: A view from the GUI at the end of the physical demonstration. Note that at the robot SCOUT
has mapped previously-unknown terrain, shown in the upper right of the larger central map.
(a)
(b)
Figure 45: The physical demonstration scenario is complete. (a) shows the deactivation of the DRONE role
on the UGV as it reaches the end of the mission; (b) shows the UGV relinquishing the DRONE role at the
request of the OPERATOR.
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5.3 Limitations of the Demonstrations
Chapter Five described a social context that requires using heterogeneous teams in an urban environment
that is an underlying motivation for this work. The chapter also presented two additional scenarios that
demonstrate that roles can be used to coordinate the actions of a team consisting of a human operator and
autonomous USV and UAV in a littoral environment, as well a demonstration that grounded the role
framework in a demonstration on a physical UGV with a human operator. However, there are limitations
to these demonstrations that should be presented.
The first limitation is the limited team size used for physical and simulated demonstrations. More
robots would have provided a stronger argument for the practical utility of the role model. However, this is
not a serious limitation. Each agent maintains its own role state, and does not process the state of other
agents unless actively coordinating with those systems. Thus, the overhead for any system goal requiring a
set of n roles is proportional to n for any agent. Gage (2004) has shown the scalability of an intelligent
affective recruitment agent using the same DFRA architecture that underlies the implementation in
Chapter Four to 53 agents, showing that the team size limitation is not due to underlying architectural
scalability constraints.
In addition, this is the first demonstration of a role-based system for coordinating heterogeneous
agents on physical hardware in an outdoor field environment. The closest comparable implementation is
that of (Satterfield et al. 2005), which used a larger team of three robots and three humans, but did so in a
controlled indoor environment.
The second limitation is that the scenarios proceeded in a linear fashion. This was done to allow
verification that the scenario was producing the desired role behavior, but did not illuminate the true
flexibility of the role model for enabling coordination involving a human operator. The operator was
limited to initiating the scenarios, and identifying the mine in the simulation. During the remainder of the
simulation and physical scenario the actions of the human were automatically performed by a script
executing the functions of the role. This is a limitation, but was done for demonstration purposes. The
events that triggered state changes in the COMMANDER and OPERATOR scripts were generated by other
agents, but given a GUI and the proper interface could just as easily have been triggered by a human
operator.
Third, learning and adaptation mechanisms were described, but not tested. Section 5.2.1.3, in
particular, describes how a team must adapt based on the state of team members. For the simple scenarios
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demonstrated in Section 5.2.3 and Section 5.2.2, neither learning or adaptation were important due to the
small number of agents involved and the linear nature of the tasks. However, learning and adaptation will
play a larger role in scenarios that have some degree of repetition, such as the design scenario is
Section 5.2.1 or in long-lived systems that are able to adapt to and learn new social contexts through
experience. This limitation is not a major limitation as this work is focused on the foundational framework
that will enable future research into these areas.
Fourth, this role framework is particularly suited to teams where the rules of the social context are
adhered to by the majority of the members (Parsons 1951, pp. 27–28). This does limit the applicability of
this approach to well-defined contexts, but it is not a critical limitation because it does not preclude many
forms of competition. Robot soccer, for example, is a social system where the rules of the social systems
are followed by members of two opposing teams, even though the goal of one team is to win at the
expense of the other team. This has several implications. First, agents must not display much deviant
behavior, although a certain amount should be regulated internally through social mechanisms. Second,
the social system must define a minimum of social order and not place too many or impossible demands
on members. Failure to follow these two criteria may not have the same consequences to artificial agents
as they would to humans, but may still impact the overall functionality of the social system.
Finally, Chapter Three specified three types of external contexts, but these were not extensively
implemented or tested in this dissertation. In particular the case of an external agent that has different
concepts for roles, tasks, or expectations provides a particularly challenging case. This is an ontological
mismatch, and the automated matching of concepts in similar problems is called the “semantic matching
problem”. This uncovers a weakness in the underlying DFRA architecture. The architecture was not
designed with ontological descriptiveness as a criteria, so very few elements can provide the
descriptiveness required for this sort of ontological matching. This is a major constraint impacting future
development of this role system, and should be addressed.
5.4 Summary
The three case studies presented in this chapter serve to support the overall research question of the
dissertation and present successful demonstrations of the role system coordinating the operation of a
heterogeneous team of robots, software agents (or simulated robots) and human operators. The design
demonstration showed how roles can be used to solve coordination tasks for a highly-interdependent
scenario involving humans and robots in urban combat operations.
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The successful simulation results show a heterogeneous multi-agent team coordinating role-based
activity in a littoral port location, with the UAV, USV, and human operator coordinating to detect
explosives along a pier. The successful physical demonstration grounds the role model and shows that
operation is practical on real robots in a field environment. Combined, the three scenarios meet the
demonstration goals and collectively support the research question.
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Chapter Six
Summary and Future Work
This dissertation is primarily concerned with the coordination of heterogeneous teams or robots using a
naturalistic role-based approach. This has been identified as a key long-term challenge for unmanned
systems (National Research Council (U.S.) 2005; Office of the Secretary of Defense 2005), and is spurring
active research into teamwork and team processes (Bradshaw et al. 2005; Feltovich et al. 2004; Klein et al.
2004; Sierhuis et al. 2003; Tate, Bradshaw, and Peˇchoucˇek 2002).
This dissertation has introduced a method for coordinating heterogeneous teams of humans,
robots and software agents based on the naturalistic use of social roles. This approach has adapted a model
of roles based on role dimensions and mechanisms identified in related work into human socio-technical
systems (Jahnke, Ritterskamp, and Herrmann 2005) and influenced by uses of roles in agent systems
(Dastani et al. 2005; Bradshaw et al. 2003; Uszok, Bradshaw, and Jeffers 2004). This model is ultimately
based on a consensus of propositions about roles from social science (Biddle 1979, pg. 8). This approach
has led to a successful demonstration of roles coordinating a heterogeneous team of robots and human
operators in simulation and using physical robots in a field setting. The remainder of this chapter reviews
how the approach and implementation presented in this dissertation builds a working technical framework
for robot systems that is able to coordinate heterogeneous teams of real robots and in simulation.
6.1 Review of Salient Points
The research question stated in Chapter One was the following:
Can the use of social roles enable the naturalistic coordinated operation of robots in a mixed
setting?
Social science has been observing human social systems for many years and the importance of
roles has been noticed and studied. This study has revealed key propositions that are generally agreed to
hold regarding roles that can serve as a minimum benchmark for the approach in this work:
1. At least some behaviors are patterned, and are called roles. These roles adhere to individuals within
a social context and are bound to that social context. The approach and implementation of this work
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is predicated around introducing the role concept to artificial systems, and using roles for
coordinating team activity.
2. Roles are typically not bound to specific individuals though, and more than one individual may play
a given role. In a sense, the individual is interchangeable from a role perspective. In the
demonstrations in Chapter Five, the specific robot playing each of the roles is not important – any
robot with the appropriate hardware and software could play the role and help the overall team
complete the assigned mission.
3. The awareness of roles makes individuals conscious of their actions relating to the role in the social
context. This awareness is of social expectations, and these expectations influence the actions of the
individual. In the simulation demonstration, the USV is aware of its role, and the expectations of the
DRONE, COURIER, and SCOUT roles influence the maximum speed of the robot.
4. Roles are important for two reasons. First, they have consequences. That is, roles are associated
with actions that can help attain goals or other beneficial results. Second, the roles are embedded in
a social situation, and the actions of an individual in a role impact other agents. This is a key benefit
that directly addresses the coordination problem.
5. Roles are also not static; they change over time. In general, social roles for humans are learned as
part of a socialization process. Roles for artificial agents must presently be created externally to the
agent rather than learned. This dissertation has focused primarily on the previous four propositions.
Section 5.2.1 introduces a level of learning and adaptation, but leaves most issues related to learning
the roles in a social context for future work.
Roles have been used in several communities within the computer science discipline, with
different disciplines adhering to the underlying social science model at varying degrees of fidelity. In
particular, roles form a part of four main communities: knowledge representation, programming
languages, socio-technical systems and agent systems, including software agents and robotics.
Multi-robot systems is a less developed field then general multi-agent systems. As a result,
research on strong social interactions between robots and well-defined multi-robot domains has been
slower to develop. Roles appear in a limited form in previous robotics literature, but they do so primarily
as a synonym for task, without many of the stronger social aspects; these uses of roles appear to be strictly
limited to role-assignment and role-change.
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The specific role model that meets the above five general propositions, presented in
Chapter Three, is adapted from related work in socio-technical systems and the use of roles in agent
systems. This chapter presented the role model and discussed the technical approach taken to implement
the model. A CONTEXTADAPTER service in the DFRA architecture was developed to manage social
contexts and the agent’s interaction within them. To do this, the CONTEXTADAPTER interacted with a
ROLEMANAGER that implemented the role model’s mechanisms, a EXPECTATIONMANAGER to
encapsulate the expectations surrounding a role, and a SCRIPTMANAGER that supervised the execution
and lifecycle of the scripts controlling role function. Chapter Four provided more detail regarding the
implementation of these software components.
Finally, Chapter Five documented three demonstrations of the role framework. The first
demonstration was a design discussion. The general scenario is an Urban Operations social context
focused around combat operations in an urban environment. This includes missions such as a team of
robot and human soldiers clearing a building of hostile enemy forces, such as those described in
(Department of the Army 2003). However this discussion considers the use of robots as a substitute for all
or part of the team. The room-clearing scenario is only one of many possibilities, however, it serves as a
baseline “mission” for the use of roles for coordinating robot teams in urban environments. This scenario
also a contains repetitive elements that allow the introduction of learning and adaptation elements of the
role model.
The second demonstration, in the Littoral Warfare social context, utilizes a combination of
unmanned surface, aerial, and ground vehicles operating to secure a port facility. The surface and aerial
vehicles coordinate to detect mines and intruders along a pier, while the ground vehicles, aerial vehicles
and humans cooperate to secure a dock area. In addition to the physical agents, human operators in a
control station interact with the robots and direct overall operations from a command tent. This
demonstration was performed in a class C robot simulator that allowed the introduction of a more complex
scenario and further demonstration of role functionality.
Finally, the third demonstration was in the Uncertain Terrain social context and involves a robot
exploring an unknown environment at the direction of a human operator or a cognitive software agent. The
robot provides sensory and terrain information by using sensing and mobility capabilities, and has the
ability to plan local paths based on high-level directives from other agents. The physical demonstration
validated core role functionality on real robot hardware.
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6.2 Contributions
This research will benefit the robotics and agent communities, artificial intelligence, and make
contributions to human-robot interaction. It poses a fundamental contribution to the multi-agent
community because it extends, refines, and presents a practical implementation of the role concept. The
application of roles in a principled and complete implementation is a novel contribution to both software
and robotic agents. The creation of an open source operational architecture which supports taskable robots
is also a major contribution. This dissertation makes at least the following nine contributions:
• Enables a cognitively plausible naturalistic approach to the coordination of heterogeneous teams:
This work enables the use of a naturalistic approach to the coordination of heterogeneous teams.
This is outlined in Chapter Three, and has been implemented using the Distributed Field Robot
Architecture as described in Chapter Four. The approach has been used to design roles for a team of
robots in an urban operations scenario (Section 5.2.1). It has also been demonstrated in simulation
(Section 5.2.2) and on real robots (Section 5.2.3) in an outdoor field environment. The use of a
naturalistic method also enables future work into more advanced and intuitive means of controlling
and interacting with teams of robots, such as natural language processing.
• Fundamental contribution of a realizable framework that uses roles for coordinating a mixed,
heterogeneous, multi-agent team: From a practical robot design and artificial intelligence
standpoint, roles are an abstraction which groups action and constraints on action within a particular
context. This allows a “focus of attention” on a particular subset of robot actions; it is a method to
prune the state space of all possible robot states and actions to those that are useful in a particular
setting. This dissertation shows that roles are practical and can work on real robots.
• Refines the script mechanism for coordinating agents in a social context: Scripts (Schank and
Abelson 1977), a concept from artificial intelligence that has been used extensively in robotics, have
been used for the implementation of a role’s actions and how a role interacts with other roles. In
doing so, the use of scripts has returned to more closely follow the original concept which was
concerned with the interaction of roles in a particular situation. In addition, scripts have been
expanded to consider both basic instrumental scripts, used for controlling simple, repetitive tasks
with little variability, and situational scripts, or complex scripts for handling situations with many
interdependent roles and actions. Scripts were used to implement the role functions for the
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demonstrations, and were capable of sequencing not only robot behaviors, but also sequencing and
controlling roles on different agents.
• Refinement of the role concept suitable for distributed agent-based systems: This work presents a
refinement of the role concept for multi-agent systems. This refinement not only allows the use of
roles to coordinate heterogeneous teams of humans and robots, but it also applicable to other
multi-agent systems. In addition, this work identifies areas of research in the application of
ontologies and semantic mapping that are necessary for allowing artificial agents to automatically
join, understand, and take part in new social contexts, using roles as a key starting concept. In a
sense, each “robot” in the simulation demonstration can be considered a software agent interacting
using roles, providing another example of the utility of this work.
• The use of roles to share responsibility for a task between human and robot agents: The scenario in
Section 5.2.2 shares a role between a robot and a human operator. This role sharing has the effect of
enabling both agents to take responsibility for the completion of the joint task. For many
robot-related scenarios, this type of joint action is necessary, particularly if the robot does not have
the cognitive capability to complete the task for itself. In the example scenario, the robot detects an
anomalous object during its scouting mission, but shares the scout role with the human for a final
identification. During this the human uses the sensors and effectors on the robot, but provides the
cognitive processing for the role.
• Concise review of robot literature related to roles: Chapter Two presents a literature survey that first
describes roles from a social science perspective, and isolates a set of key propositions that describe
fundamental properties that are important for robotics. Roles have been used in computer science
before, but much of this work has been in areas that are not directly relevant to robot systems. The
literature survey then looks at the use of roles in software agent systems and elsewhere in robotics,
and explains why these uses of roles are not complete or sufficient for this dissertation.
• Initial presentation of fundamental robot-specific roles: This work also identifies two fundamental
robot roles that cut across all social contexts, and will be found in any scenario where the robots are
not fully autonomous. Chapter Three also presents three key interaction levels, passive observation,
shared control, and direct control, that are necessary for full use of the TELEFACTOR and
OPERATOR roles.
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• Role concepts and approach are transferrable to other architectures: The approach outline in
Chapter Three discusses the fundamental role model and additional requirements in a manner that is
applicable to many architectures. The primary constraint is that the architecture be a hybrid
deliberative/reactive architecture. Purely reactive architectures do not build world models or
consider planning (Murphy 2000, pg. 108), a requirement for much of the role model. The
implementation in Chapter Four uses DFRA as an underlying robot architecture, but the overall
design should be usable in other architectures as well.
• Context adapter and plugins: As noted in Section 1.1, robot teams are or can be used in a wide
variety of settings. In these settings, software external to the robot will most likely want or need to
read and write data on the robot, including access to sensors, effectors, and the robot’s cognitive
state, including roles. The context adapter and context plugins described in Section 4.2 and
Section 4.2.2 are intended to alleviate this integration problem. The context plugins have been used
to interface with two different agent systems that each use a different underlying communication
protocol and agent framework.
6.3 Future Work
While this work tried to address and implement as much of the role model and possible, there are a
number of areas that bear further investigation. This section presents several outstanding issues that are
potential directions forward in research.
While the core role dimensions were implemented and tested during the simulation and physical
demonstration scenarios in Chapter Five, a more complete implementation of social interaction and
adaptation is needed. In particular, investigating which elements of social interaction should be specified
in an a priori manner and which should be learned during the role lifecycle is a possible area of future
work. This is important with heavily interdependent human and robot interaction, since the human
elements may not behave in precisely the expected manner every time. Artificial agents should be able to
adapt their side of the interaction in a dynamic manner.
There are two key elements of the role mechanisms that have been left for future work. First,
handling inter-role conflict is performed using a simple, role-position-based technique. While this was
sufficient to show initial success, additional modes of role conflict resolution will be needed in more
complex scenarios. Affective techniques using a robot’s emotional state and other internal regulatory
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mechanisms, policy-based techniques that use predefined sets of policies, or human-in-the-loop resolution
which falls up to a human operator in particularly difficult cases are three possible additional methods to
influence the conflict handling.
Second, automated role definition is an area that could be explored as well. Current role
definition is a function of human design. The programmer, using an analysis of the target context, creates
the roles, implements the role functions, and determines how those functions are impacted by policy. In
the longer term, a method for automatically creating roles based on feedback from the social context
would help alleviate this programmer burden.
Chapter Four defined eight roles that have been implemented in this work. The role
implementations have been sufficient to support the demonstration scenarios in Chapter Five, but several
existing roles should be revised and expanded. The TELEFACTOR and OPERATOR roles serve as marker
roles; they currently have functional implementations. This allows elements of the CONTEXTADAPTER to
reason over role state, but they do not implement any specific human-robot interaction. Future work
should provide a more solid basis to support the passive observation, shared control, and direct control as
detailed in Chapter Three.
Additionally, the SICK role has a limited implementation. It is also limited to a marker capacity,
but should encompass the functions and expectations are noted in (Parsons 1951). This could be a part of a
research agenda incorporating fault tolerance and the recovery from system errors.
The CONTEXTPLUGIN framework suggests that there are three types of external social contexts;
those that support compatible expectations, incompatible expectations, or those with no understanding of
expectation at all. The second of these three types could benefit from automatic semantic mapping of
expectations, where statements of expectation in the external context are automatically identified and
mapped to comparable statement in the internal EXPECTATIONMANAGER.
This area of work is related to research in the semantic web, and could draw from work in that
area such as (Stuckenschmidt and Harmelen 2005), (Antoniou and van Harmelen 2004) and (Noy 2004).
However, this may also require adding a more formal element to the DFRA architecture to extract relevant
state into an appropriate robot ontology.
A related issue is the lack of a formal representation of concepts within DFRA. This has a
bearing on the representation of entities that use the CONTEXTPLUGIN mechanism to interact with the
DFRA-based agents. DFRA can only utilize the roles as represented by the CONTEXTADAPTER services
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on each of these agent; it does have a separate model for agents that do not use DFRA. This will be needed
to infer or track roles for agents that do not have a CONTEXTADAPTER role representation.
Rigorously testing human-robot interaction issues is a area of research that is particularly
important. This work has shown that abstracting agent capabilities in terms of social roles can be used to
coordinate and control heterogeneous teams of agents. However, it will be necessary to begin to quantify
how well this approach works in reality, and investigate actual team experiences with robots using roles.
To conclude, this dissertation has raised the question of whether the use of social roles is an
appropriate mechanism for the coordination of heterogeneous teams of agents. It has answered this
question through design of a role framework that has been demonstrated in simulation and on real robots.
It is expected that this abstraction of robot action will serve as the basis for the emerging revolution in
naturalistic interactions in joint human-robot systems.
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Appendix A: Acronyms
CoABS Control of Agent-Based Systems
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DFRA Distributed Field Robot Architecture
FSM Finite-State Machine
GPS Global Positioning System
GUI Graphical User Interface
JAUS Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems
JRMP Java Remote Method Protocol
KAoS Knowledgeable Agent-oriented System
LW Littoral Warfare
OCU Operator Control Unit
RAM Random-Access Memory
RBAC Role-Based Access Control
SFX Sensor Fusion Effects
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
UML Unified Modeling Language
UO Urban Operations
US United States
USF the University of South Florida
USV Unmanned Surface Vehicle
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UT Uncertain Terrain
MC Mission Commander
SARGE Search-and-Rescue Game Environment
YARS Yet Another Robot Simulator
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Appendix B: Role Details
Littoral Warfare
Table 1: Description of the DRONE role in the Littoral Warfare context. The table describes the DRONE
role and lists the role functions, position and expectations.
DRONE
Position HIGH
Functions issrt.contexts.littoral.USVDroneScript
Expectations Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Name Value
Default script.cartographerEnabled TRUE
script.caution LOW
User drone.waypoint.0.x 30.345702
drone.waypoint.0.y -87.264215
base.waypoint.0.x 30.347936
base.waypoint.0.y -87.264331
Table 2: Description of the COURIER role in the Littoral Warfare context. The table describes the COURIER
role and lists the role dimensions: role functions, position and expectations.
COURIER
Position LOW
Functions issrt.contexts.littoral.USVCourierScript
Expectations Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Name Value
Default script.cartographerEnabled TRUE
script.caution NORMAL
script.releaseUAV TRUE
User courier.waypoint.0.x 30.346314
courier.waypoint.0.y -87.263753
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Table 3: Description of the SCOUT role in the Littoral Warfare context. The table describes the SCOUT role
and lists the role functions, position and expectations.
SCOUT
Position NORMAL
Functions USV
issrt.contexts.littoral.USVScoutScript
Operator
issrt.contexts.littoral.OCUScoutScript
Functions also performed by human operator
Expectations Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Name Value
Default script.cartographerEnabled TRUE
script.caution HIGH
script.haltOnAnomaly TRUE
User scout.waypoint.0.x 30.345702
scout.waypoint.0.y -87.264215
scout.waypoint.1.x 30.346984
scout.waypoint.1.y -87.265629
Table 4: Description of the OPERATOR role in the Littoral Warfare context. The table describes the OPER-
ATOR role and lists the role dimensions: role functions, position and expectations.
OPERATOR
Position HIGH
Functions issrt.contexts.littoral.OCUOperatorScript
Functions also performed by human operator
Expectations Mission Commander
Name Value
Default operator.type SHARED
Table 5: Description of the TELEFACTOR role in the Littoral Warfare context. The table describes the
TELEFACTOR role and lists the role dimensions: role functions, position and expectations.
TELEFACTOR
Position HIGH
Functions issrt.contexts.littoral.USVTelefactorScript
Expectations Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Name Value
User operator.type SHARED
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Table 6: Description of the RELAY role in the Littoral Warfare context. The table describes the RELAY role
and lists the role functions, position and expectations.
RELAY
Position NORMAL
Functions issrt.contexts.littoral.UAVRelayScript
Expectations For this demonstration, the RELAY is simply a marker role, since the UAV
is not capable of autonomous flight. Thus, it has no specific expectations for
this demonstration.
Table 7: Description of the COMMANDER role in the Littoral Warfare context. The table describes the
COMMANDER role and lists the role dimensions: role functions, position and expectations.
COMMANDER
Position HIGHEST
Functions issrt.contexts.littoral.MCCommanderScript
Expectations Mission Commander
Name Value
Default searai.scout.waypoint.0.x 30.345702
searai.scout.waypoint.0.y -87.264215
searai.scout.waypoint.1.x 30.346984
searai.scout.waypoint.1.y -87.265629
searai.drone.waypoint.0.x 30.345702
searai.drone.waypoint.0.y -87.264215
searai.courier.waypoint.0.x 30.346314
searai.courier.waypoint.0.y -87.263753
searai.base.waypoint.0.x 30.347936
searai.base.waypoint.0.y -87.264331
Table 8: Description of the SICK role in the Littoral Warfare context. The table describes the SICK role and
lists the role dimensions: role functions, position and expectations.
SICK
Position HIGHEST
Functions Unmanned Surface Vehicle
issrt.contexts.littoral.SickScript
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
issrt.contexts.littoral.SickScript
Operator
issrt.contexts.littoral.SickScript
Expectations Attempt to recover from a fault. Relinquish other roles and return to base if
this is not possible.
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Uncertain Terrain
Table 9: Details of the DRONE role in the Uncertain Terrain context. The table lists the following role
dimensions: role functions, position and expectations.
DRONE
Position HIGH
Functions issrt.contexts.terrain.UGVDroneScript
Expectations Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Name Value
Default script.cartographerEnabled TRUE
script.caution LOW
User drone.waypoint.0.x 28.05725
drone.waypoint.0.y -82.41466
base.waypoint.0.x 28.05725
base.waypoint.0.y -82.41466
Table 10: Details of the SCOUT role in the Uncertain Terrain context. The table lists the role functions,
position and expectations.
SCOUT
Position NORMAL
Functions issrt.contexts.terrain.UGVPassiveObstacleMappingScript
Expectations Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Name Value
Default script.cartographerEnabled TRUE
script.caution HIGH
script.haltOnAnomaly TRUE
User scout.waypoint.0.x 28.05693
scout.waypoint.0.y -82.41434
scout.waypoint.1.x 28.05725
scout.waypoint.1.y -82.41434
scout.waypoint.2.x 28.05693
scout.waypoint.2.y -82.41466
scout.waypoint.3.x 28.05693
scout.waypoint.3.y -82.41434
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Table 11: Details of the OPERATOR role in the Uncertain Terrain context. The table lists the following role
dimensions: role functions, position and expectations.
OPERATOR
Position HIGH
Functions issrt.contexts.terrain.OCUOperatorScript
Expectations Mission Commander
Name Value
Default operator.type SHARED
sheldon.scout.waypoint.0.x 28.05693
sheldon.scout.waypoint.0.y -82.41434
sheldon.scout.waypoint.1.x 28.05725
sheldon.scout.waypoint.1.y -82.41434
sheldon.scout.waypoint.2.x 28.05693
sheldon.scout.waypoint.2.y -82.41466
sheldon.scout.waypoint.3.x 28.05693
sheldon.scout.waypoint.3.y -82.41434
sheldon.drone.waypoint.0.x 28.05725
sheldon.drone.waypoint.0.y -82.41466
sheldon.base.waypoint.0.x" 28.05725
sheldon.base.waypoint.0.y" -82.41466
Table 12: Details of the TELEFACTOR role in the Uncertain Terrain context. The table lists the following
role dimensions: role functions, position and expectations.
TELEFACTOR
Position HIGH
Functions issrt.contexts.terrain.UGVTelefactorScript
Expectations Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Name Value
User operator.type ACTIVE
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This chapter describes the implementation of the CONTEXTADAPTER following the approach delin-
eated in Chapter Three. Figure 46 shows a block diagram of the components that comprise the CONTEXT-
ADAPTER service. This diagram is a high-level map to the implementation described in the following sec-
tions. Section C describes the language and environment used for the implementation. Section C describes
the design and implementation of the CONTEXTADAPTER service itself. Section C and Section C describe
how roles and expectations interact in the system and list the classes that comprise the ROLEMANAGER and
EXPECTATIONMANAGER. Finally, the SCRIPTMANAGER service design and implementation is examined
in Section C.
Implementation Environment
The software to implement the CONTEXTADAPTER , ROLEMANAGER , EXPECTATIONMANAGER , CONTEXT-
PLUGIN , SCRIPTMANAGER and related utilities was written in the Java programming language, using the
reference virtual machine from Sun Microsystems. Table 13 summarizes key metrics related to the imple-
mentation.
Table 13: Summary of source code metrics for the implementation. Code lines are the number of lines of
code in all source files, including comment lines. The size is the size in kilobytes of the byte-compiled
code. There may be some error due to rounding.
Source Area Code Lines Size (bytes) Types Files Methods Fields Statements
Core 2496 75K 17 15 159 55 550
Roles 1603 42K 9 7 66 38 381
Expectations 936 27K 13 10 43 27 187
Script 1605 43K 17 14 97 39 289
LW Context 3633 113K 20 18 122 90 932
UT Context 3639 108K 12 9 83 112 1190
GUI 11011 373K 70 24 431 361 3475
Other 2605 81K 28 22 99 44 669
Total 27528 872K 186 119 1100 766 7673
Table 13 lists lines of code, compiled code size in bytes, and the number of data type, files, methods,
fields and statements implemented. Caution must be used when drawing inferences from the numbers, and
these metrics should not be used to draw any conclusions with other programs or projects. The lines of code
include the comments in the source files, and thus do not directly measure the actual code implemented.
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Figure 46: High-level block diagram for the CONTEXTADAPTER service.
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The number of source statements is a better internal metric of code size, and provides the three interesting
observations:
• The core of the implementation, the CONTEXTADAPTER , ROLEMANAGER , EXPECTATIONMANAGER
and SCRIPTMANAGER , comprises a relatively small part of the overall code, at 1407 statements.
• The code to implement the two social contexts (UT and LW) is 2122 statements.
• The graphical interfaces use 3475 statements.
These metrics are not surprising; the core implementation is generic and designed to implement the role
mechanisms and properly interpret the role dimensions which apply to any role in any context. The social
contexts, must be more specific as they must implement actual role dimensions – the scripts to implement
the functionality of all the roles, as well as logic to handle the effect of social expectations on the roles.
The CONTEXTADAPTER Service
This section describes the implementation of the CONTEXTADAPTER. Figure C shows a UML diagram that
relates the classes in the CONTEXTADAPTER with the EXPECTATIONMANAGER and ROLEMANAGER.
The service entries are shown in Figure 48; these service entries post information about the CONTEXT-
ADAPTER into the Jini distributed system. Figure 49 shows a UML diagram showing the relation of the
CONTEXTADAPTER -related events that are potentially sent by the service implementation, and Figure 50
shows the exceptions that can be thrown during errors or other exceptional conditions in the service.
issrt.contexts.* Package Description
The issrt.contexts package is the primary package grouping the service classes for the Context Adapter
service. The following are key classes included in the issrt.contexts package:
CONTEXTADAPTER: Public interface for the CONTEXTADAPTER. The context adapter provides an inter-
face for external clients to assign, activate, deactivate and reliqush roles, as well as request the robot
enter or leave contexts. Additionally, this interface provides the capability to provide user expecta-
tions and link them to a specific role.
The interface also allows for querying for role, script or context information.
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Relationship Key
«interface»
RemoteContextAdapter
ContextAdapterProxy ContextAdapterServer
ContextAdapterImpl
«interface»
ContextAdapter
ContextPluginImpl
«interface»
ContextPlugin
RoleManager
ConstrainableProxy
ExpectationManager
ContextInfo
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«creates»
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Figure 47: UML diagram showing relationships of key classes in the CONTEXTADAPTER service.
ContextAdapterEntry
ModuleEntry
RoleEntryScriptManagerEntry ScriptEntry
Figure 48: UML diagram showing the relationship of the Jini service entries for the CONTEXTADAPTER ,
SCRIPTMANAGER , ROLE, and SCRIPT classes.
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ExpectationEvent
RobotEvent
RoleStateChangeEvent ContextChangeEvent
AnomalyDetectedEvent
ScriptEvent
ScriptStateEvent WaypointGoalsUpdatedEvent
Figure 49: UML for the event-related classes. The classes represent role-, expectation-, and script-related
events.
ExpectationException
RobotException
RoleException ScriptException
Figure 50: UML for the exception-related classes. The classes represent role-, expectation-, and script-
related exceptions.
CONTEXTPLUGIN: The CONTEXTPLUGIN interface presents a set of methods for interacting with a CON-
TEXTPLUGINIMPL. The key methods of this interface allow the addition of roles to the context and
methods to “enter” or “leave” the context, making the roles available or hidden from the CONTEXT-
ADAPTER.
Additionally the CONTEXTPLUGIN interface allows querying for information about the context and
manipulating default role and context expectations.
REMOTECONTEXTADAPTER: The REMOTECONTEXTADAPTER extends the CONTEXTADAPTER inter-
face, turning the method definitions into remote methods and allowing distributed clients to class
serivce methods.
CONTEXTADAPTERENTRY: A CONTEXTADAPTERENTRY is the entry for the context adapter in the Jini
”phone book”. That is, it is a wrapper for the information posted to the registrar that represents the
capabilites of the CONTEXTADAPTER. This information includes the active, assigned and known
roles, as well as information about known social contexts.
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CONTEXTADAPTERIMPL: The CONTEXTADAPTERIMPL is the actual implementation of the CONTEXT-
ADAPTER service. The primary duties of the implementation is to construct and maintain the service,
and to route messages appropriately from outside callers or contexts to the ROLEMANAGER or link
EXPECTATIONMANAGER.
CONTEXTADAPTERPROXY: The CONTEXTADAPTERPROXY is the “smart proxy” for the CONTEXT-
ADAPTER service. The default implementation simply delegates calls to the underlying CONTEX-
TADAPTERSERVER.
CONTEXTADAPTERSERVER: The CONTEXTADAPTERSERVER is the default server implementation of
the CONTEXTADAPTER service. This implementation is basic; it simply delegates calls through to
the underlying implementation.
CONTEXTCHANGEEVENT: The CONTEXTCHANGEEVENT is fired by the CONTEXTADAPTER service
when a context is entered or left.
CONTEXTINFO: The CONTEXTINFO is a lightweight, serializable wrapper around information relating to
a social context. A CONTEXTINFO instance uniquely identifies a context to a CONTEXTADAPTER.
CONTEXTPLUGINIMPL: The CONTEXTPLUGINIMPL is the implementation of the CONTEXTPLUGIN in-
terface, and implements a set of methods for interacting with a social context. The key methods of
this class allow the addition of roles to the context and methods to “enter” or “leave” the context,
making the roles available or hidden from the CONTEXTADAPTER. Additionally the CONTEXT-
PLUGIN interface allows querying for information about the context and manipulating default role
and context expectations. There is one instance of the is class per social context.
CONTEXTPLUGINPARSER: The CONTEXTPLUGINPARSER is a helper class used in constructing the CONTEXT-
ADAPTER. The CONTEXTPLUGINPARSER knows how to extract relevant information from the XML
configuration file for the context and create the Role instances for the context
ROLESTATECHANGEEVENT: The ROLESTATECHANGEEVENT is fired by the CONTEXTADAPTER ser-
vice when a role’s state changes.
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The issrt.contexts.littoral package contains the scripts and context information used to enable operation
in the Littoral social context. The following are key classes included in the issrt.contexts.littoral package:
MCCOMMANDERSCRIPT: The MCCOMMANDERSCRIPT implements the functions of the MissionCon-
trol agent’s COMMANDER role.
OCUCONTEXTCONTROLLER: The OCUCONTEXTCONTROLLER is the implementation of the CONTEXT-
PLUGIN for the Littoral context.
OCUOPERATORSCRIPT: The OCUOPERATORSCRIPT is the implementation of the Operator Control
Unit’s OPERATOR role in the Littoral context.
OCUSCOUTSCRIPT: The OCUSCOUTSCRIPT is the implementation of the Operator Control Unit’s SCOUT
role in the Littoral context.
SICKSCRIPT: The SICKSCRIPT class is the implementation of the functions of the SICK role.
UAVCONTEXTCONTROLLER: The UAVCONTEXTCONTROLLER is the implementation of the CONTEXT-
PLUGIN for the Littoral context.
UAVRELAYSCRIPT: The UAVRELAYSCRIPT is the implementation of the UAV’s RELAY role in the Lit-
toral context.
USVCONTEXTCONTROLLER: The USVCONTEXTCONTROLLER is the implementation of the CONTEXT-
PLUGIN for the Littoral context.
USVCOURIERSCRIPT: The USVCOURIERSCRIPT is the implementation of the USV’s COURIER role in
the Littoral context.
USVDRONESCRIPT: The USVDRONESCRIPT is the implementation of the USV’s DRONE role in the
Littoral context.
USVSCOUTSCRIPT: The USVSCOUTSCRIPT is the implementation of the USV’s SCOUT role in the
Littoral context.
USVTELEFACTORSCRIPT: The USVTELEFACTORSCRIPT is the implementation of the USV’s Telefactor
role in the Littoral context.
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The issrt.contexts.terrain package contains the scripts and context information used to enable operation
in the Terrain (UT) social context. The following are key classes included in the issrt.contexts.littoral
package:
OCUCONTEXTCONTROLLER: The OCUCONTEXTCONTROLLER is the implementation of the CONTEXT-
PLUGIN for the human operator in the Terrain context.
OCUOPERATORSCRIPT: The OCUOPERATORSCRIPT is the implementation of the Operator Control
Unit’s OPERATOR role in the Littoral context.
UGVCONTEXTCONTROLLER: The UGVCONTEXTCONTROLLER is the implementation of the CONTEXT-
PLUGIN for the UGV in the Terrain context.
UGVDRONESCRIPT: The UGVDRONESCRIPT is the implementation of the UGV’s DRONE role in the
Terrain context.
UGVPASSIVEOBSTACLEMAPPINGSCRIPT: The UGVPASSIVEOBSTACLEMAPPINGSCRIPT is the im-
plementation of the UGV’s SCOUT role in the Littoral context.
UGVTELEFACTORSCRIPT: The UGVTELEFACTORSCRIPT is the implementation of the UGV’s TELE-
FACTOR role in the Littoral context.
Roles and the ROLEMANAGER
This section describes the implementation of the ROLEMANAGER. Figure 51 shows a UML diagram that
relates the classes in the ROLEMANAGER with the EXPECTATIONMANAGER and CONTEXTADAPTER.
The role lifecycle is shows as a FSM in Figure 10 and Figure 11 shows the FSM, highlighting the por-
tions of the lifecycle that check the EXPECTATIONMANAGER for expectations in the social context when
transitioning between states.
issrt.roles.* Package Description
The following are key classes included in the issrt.roles package:
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«interface»
ExpectationChangeListener
RoleManager
ExpectationManager
«interface»
ContextAdapter
«interface»
ContextPlugin
Role
RolePriority RoleLifecycleState
«interface»
RoleStateChangeListener
Relationship Key
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Figure 51: UML diagram showing relationships of important classes within the ROLEMANAGER in the
CONTEXTADAPTER service.
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ROLE: A Role is the primary abstraction of the CONTEXTADAPTER. Instances of this class encapsulate
the static description of a ROLE and also contain run-time information about the state of the role.
The static description of a role includes the role’s position in a social hierarchy (here represented
by a ROLEPRIORITY), functions and tasks (here implemented by a SCRIPT), and social expectations
(represented as a list of EXPECTATIONs). Roles are controlled and managed by the ROLEMANAGER.
ROLEENTRY: A ROLEENTRY is the entry for the ROLE in the Jini ”phone book”. That is, it is a wrapper
for the information posted to the registrar that represents the capabilites and state of the Role.
ROLEINFO: The ROLEINFO is a lightweight, serializable wrapper around information relating to a ROLE.
A ROLEINFO instance uniquely identifies a role on a particular agent.
ROLESTATECHANGELISTENER: The ROLESTATECHANGELISTENER interface must be implemented by
any object interested in receiving notification when roles change state.
The following are key classes included in the issrt.roles.events package:
ROLEEVENT: The ROLEEVENT is fired when interesting events occur to or because of a ROLE.
The following are key classes included in the issrt.roles.manager package:
ROLEEXCEPTION: An ROLEEXCEPTION is thrown when an error is encountered with an operation related
to various role activities, such as assignment, activation, deactivation or relinquising a role.
The following are key classes included in the issrt.roles.manager package:
ROLEMANAGER: The ROLEMANAGER is the entity that is primarily responisble for handling dynamic
activities relating to Roles. In particular, the ROLEMANAGER is responsible for activating, deacti-
vating, assigning and relinquising roles, as well as monitoring the state of roles and handling and
resolving certain types of conflicts surrounding the role lifecycle.
Expectations and the EXPECTATIONMANAGER
This section describes the implementation of the EXPECTATIONMANAGER. Figure 52 shows a UML dia-
gram that relates the classes in the EXPECTATIONMANAGER.
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Expectation
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Figure 52: UML diagram showing relationships of important classes within the EXPECTATIONMANAGER
in the CONTEXTADAPTER service.
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issrt.expectations.* Package Description
The following are key classes included in the issrt.expectations package:
EXPECTATION: Instances of the EXPECTATION class represent social expectations that can influence the
behavior of roles. The construction of an expectation is based on KAoS. An expectation has a type,
expected actions, a trigger condition, and context and role that the expectation applies to. The expec-
tation type includes positive and negative authorizations and obligations, with the positive obligations
the only currently supported type. The expected actions are the properties that go into effect when the
expectation is triggered. The trigger status is a condition that affects when expectations are applied.
EXPECTATIONCHANGELISTENER: The EXPECTATIONCHANGELISTENER interface must be implemented
by any object interested in receiving EXPECTATIONEVENTs.
EXPECTATIONCOGNIZANT: An object that is EXPECTATIONCOGNIZANT signals that it knows how to
process EXPECTATION updates.
The following are key classes included in the issrt.expectations.events package:
EXPECTATIONEVENT: The EXPECTATIONEVENT is fired when new expectations are applied to a role.
The following are key classes included in the issrt.expectations.exceptions package:
EXPECTATIONEXCEPTION: An EXPECTATIONEXCEPTION is thrown when an error is encountered with
an operation related to EXPECTATIONs. This may be the incompatible assignment of conflicting
EXPECTATION or some other error.
The following are key classes included in the issrt.expectations.manager package:
EMFACTORY: EMFACTORY is a factory class that constructs and returns the appropriate type of EXPECTATION-
MANAGER based on the given argument. By default this returns a SIMPLEEXPECTATIONMANAGER,
but it also knows how to construct a KAOSEXPECTATIONMANAGER.
EXPECTATIONMANAGER: EXPECTATIONMANAGER is the abstract superclass of all expectation man-
agers. An EXPECTATIONMANAGER is responsible for maintaining and processing expectations. The
interface to this class allows querying for EXPECTATIONs for a Role.
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The following are key classes included in the issrt.expectations.manager.kaos package:
KAOSEXPECTATIONMANAGER: AKAOSEXPECTATIONMANAGER is an EXPECTATIONMANAGER that
uses the KAoS agent system to handle and track EXPECTATIONs (in the form of policies).
The following are key classes included in the issrt.expectations.manager.simple package:
SIMPLEEXPECTATIONMANAGER: A SIMPLEEXPECTATIONMANAGER is an EXPECTATIONMANAGER
that is primarily a development and testing implementation of an EXPECTATIONMANAGER that pro-
vides default EXPECTATIONs.
Scripts and the SCRIPTMANAGER Service
This section describes the implementation of the SCRIPTMANAGER. Figure 53 shows a UML diagram that
relates the classes in the SCRIPTMANAGER. The lifecycle of a SCRIPT instance is shown as a FSM in
Figure 54.
issrt.scripts.* Package Description
The issrt.scripts package contains definitions for high-level script classes and supporting classes. The
following are key classes included in the issrt.scripts package:
SCRIPT: A SCRIPT is a high-level mechanism for coordinating complex action. In DFRA, they are used to
sequence and control lower-level robot behaviors and other scripts.
SCRIPTENTRY: A SCRIPTENTRY is the entry for a SCRIPT in the Jini “phone book”. That is, it is a
wrapper for the information posted to the registrar that represents the capabilites and state of the
SCRIPT.
SCRIPTINFO: The SCRIPTINFO is a lightweight, serializable wrapper around information relating to a
SCRIPT. A SCRIPTINFO instance uniquely identifies a script to a SCRIPTMANAGER.
The issrt.scripts.events package contains definitions for events that are generated by scripts and the
script manager. The following are key classes included in the issrt.scripts.events package:
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Figure 53: UML diagram showing relationships of important classes in the CONTEXTADAPTER service.
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Initialized
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do / run()
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run
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run
Figure 54: FSM showing the object lifecycle for a SCRIPT.
ANOMALYDETECTEDEVENT: The ANOMALYDETECTEDEVENT is fired when a script that tried to detect
anomalies does so. Registered listeners are notified of the occurence, as well as the location of the
detected anomaly if available.
SCRIPTEVENT: The SCRIPTEVENT is fired when interesting events occur to or because of a change to a
SCRIPT.
SCRIPTSTATEEVENT: SCRIPTSTATEEVENT is fired when a script changes state.
WAYPOINTGOALSUPDATEDEVENT: TheWAYPOINTGOALSUPDATEDEVENT is fired when a script’s way-
point goals are updated. The event contains the new list of goals.
The issrt.scripts.exceptions package contains definitions for exceptions that are generated by scripts and
the SCRIPTMANAGER. The following are key classes included in the issrt.scripts.exceptions package:
SCRIPTEXCEPTION: An SCRIPTEXCEPTION is thrown when an error is encountered with an operation
related to various script activities.
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Appendix C: (Continued)
The issrt.scripts.manager package contains definitions for the SCRIPTMANAGER service and for the
implementation that controls and coordinates executing scripts. The following are key classes included in
the issrt.scripts.manager package:
REMOTESCRIPTMANAGER: The REMOTESCRIPTMANAGER extends the SCRIPTMANAGER interface,
turning the method definitions into remote methods and allowing distributed clients to class service
methods.
SCRIPTMANAGER: Public interface for the SCRIPTMANAGER. The SCRIPTMANAGER is responsible for
directing and controlling registered scripts. The interface allows clients to register and unregister
scripts, as well as reqesting the initialization, execution and shutdown of registered scripts.
SCRIPTMANAGERENTRY: A SCRIPTMANAGERENTRY is the entry for the SCRIPTMANAGER service in
the Jini “phone book”. That is, it is a wrapper for the information posted to the registrar that represents
the capabilites of the SCRIPTMANAGER. This information includes the active and known scripts.
SCRIPTMANAGERIMPL: The SCRIPTMANAGERIMPL is the actual implementation of the SCRIPTMAN-
AGER service. The primary duties of the implementation is to construct and maintain the service, and
to manage the execution and state of registered Script instances.
SCRIPTMANAGERPROXY: The SCRIPTMANAGERPROXY is the“smart proxy” for the SCRIPTMANAGER
service. The default implementation simply delegates calls to the underlying SCRIPTMANAGERSERVER.
SCRIPTMANAGERSERVER: The SCRIPTMANAGERSERVER is the default server implementation of the
SCRIPTMANAGER service. This implementation is basic; it simply delegates calls through to the
underlying implementation.
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